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ON SOME STYLISTIC AND I 
PRAGMATIC ENTITIES IN ORIYA 

B.N. Patnaik I 
Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur 

Abstract: The paper deals with four indeclinable forms in 

Oriya called "ornamental indec/inables" in traditional oriya 

grammars:ta,para,je and ma/go. These perform stylistic and/ 

or pragmatic functions which include emphasizing 

constituents and rendering constructions more elegent by 

balancing constituent clauses. The paper provides a great 

deal (if not complete) information about the form, occurrence 

and function of these entities than has been provided by the 

exisiting grammatical work in Oriya. It maintains that these 

forms originate in the structures in which they occur in the 

base-generated adjunct position of phrases. 

This paper is about some of the entities in Oriya which 

perform a stylistic or a pragmatic function. It is about their 

occurrence and interpretation, the primary concern being with 

the former. The discussion is within the broad framework of 

Chomskyan grammar -
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Consider the following sentences of Oriya: 

(I) tume asiba 

you will come 

'Will you come?' 

(2) tume sethiki 

you there 

·You will go there' 

Ia? 

jiba para 

will go 

· (3) tume je taku katha /deithila I 

you him word hadgiven 

'you had given him word!' 

( 4) cala ma7go 

move 
'Move on.' 

B.N.Patnaik 

The italicisized entities, called a/ankarika avyaJ~aS 

(ornamental indeclinables) in tradtional Oriya grammar, haye 
hardly been of interest for grammatical scholarship. Traditional 

and structural grammars of Oriya have merely noted their 
occurrence and the former, in adelition, has given them a category 

(more correctly, a subcategory) label. The few studies that have 
described some areas of Oriya grammer in the (transformational). 

generative framework have almost completly ignored them. 

Apart probably fromje and perhaps marginally ta, the rest in 

the above examples do not seem to occur in modern formal Oriya. 

ta in ( 1) expresses some doubt in the mind of the speaker as to 
whether the addressee will really come and whether he hasn't 
already made up his mind not to come, despite giving the 

impression that he hasn't really done so. para in (2) is a kind of 
sentence-emphasizer and reminder to the addressee that he has to 
go to a certain place. je in (3) is an emphasizer;it stresses tume. 
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malgo in (4) is the indicator of the speaker's very friendly 

relationship with the adressee. In standard spoken Oriya , ma 

mostly occurs in women's use of the languge. go has almost gone 

out of the contemporary use of the language 

The above remarks give us some clue as to why these entities 

have not been of considerable interest for grammatical scholarship. 

Traditional scholarship took no interest in them perhaps because 

they are fixed forms and as such are unexciting for morphological 

study. Further, unlike , say, vibhakti markers (case inflections), 

they do not capture any relationship between the constituents of 

a sentence. Traditional grammar treated them as avoidable entites, 

merely ''ornamental'' ones, contributing only to the elegance 

of the sentence in some sense in some instances and stressing 

constituents in others. Structural descriptions of Oriya ignored 

them because of Structural linguistics lack of concern with 

semantic and pragmatic matters and also because these entities 

are unstimulating for morophological analysis which was among 

the primary preoccupations of structural linguistics. 

Descriptions ofOriya in the genrative frameworks-Aspects 

and Goverment and Binding- 'ave ignored these particles because 

of their lack of significance for syntactic theory. These for 

instance, are irrelevent to theories of case, theta, binding, etc .. 

To return to the data .Ia in (1) may appear to be the ('yes no') 

question morpheme, an alternative to ki: tume asiba ki ?in fact, 

both ki and Ia cannot be used in the same direct question clause;· 

only one must be chosen. But then without the rising intonation, 

the ki question clause, i.e.,- tume asiba ki,- becomes 

\angrammatical, but not the Ia construction, i.e.,(l). In (1) it now 

expresses the speaker's feeling of relief that the addressee will 

come. Neither Ia nor ki needs to occur clause- finally alone; 
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these can come after the subject:tume kilta asiba. However, with 

ki the clause is interpreted as a question, but not with 

ta.Irrespective of whether ta occurs clause-finally or after the 

subject, its interpretation-does not change . Like ta ,para in (2) 

can occur in other places also; it can occur after the subject tume 

or after the adverbial sethiki. No matter where it occurs, the 

interpretation remains the same. ma. go in ( 4) does not occur any 

where else: it occurs only clause-finally. 

Considerje in (3) now .It can occur clause-finally:tume taku 

katha deithila je I The inte!pretation changes. It does not 

emphasize tume; it expresses the speaker's attitude to the event 
of the addressee having given, someone his word . The attitude is 

one of mild disapproval , when the speaker is affectionate and 
indulgent towards the addressee. Irrespective of where je 

occurs,tbis attitude remains expressed, but when it immdiately 
follows a constituent and does not occur clause-finally, it addi 
tionally emphasizes the constiuent it follows. Thus in tume taku 

je katha deithila, it emphasizes taku. 

One or two more facts regarding the occurrence of the 
underlined enties in (1)- (4): (a) these do not occur clause 
initially. There is an apparent counter example: musunichi(je see 

kali asiba) (I have beard that be will come tomorrow.), in which 
je occurs in the initial position of the embeded bracketed clause. 
But tbisje does not have any of the stylistic and pragmatic values 
that have been mentioned above; it is therefore the complementizer 
je and not the stylistic-pragmatic particle je. (b) whenever the 
entities under discussion occur after a nominal, these always 
o~cur after its case inflection (for obvious ·reasons). Such an 
entity can also occur after a postpositional phrase. (c) entities 
such as ta in ( 1) and mal go in ( 4) occur in root clauses alone , not 
in subordinate caluses. This may have to do with the fact that 
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these express the attitude of the speaker in a direct face- to-face 

interactional situation. (d) para occurs in subordinate clauses, 

sub-categorized or adjunct: 

(5) se asila boli para ete katha bela! 

he came COMP so many thing happened 

'Because be came, so many things happened/were done.' 

(6) se 

he 
madua 

drunkard 

boli 

COMP 

para samaste jananti I 

all know 

'Everyone knows that he is a drunkard.' 

(5)contains an adjunct subordinate clause where the 

subordinate clause in (6) is a subcategorized one. 

It is worth noting that whereas para in each above examples 

can follow the subject of the subordinate clause, that is, se, it 
cannot follow the subordinate clause predicate, namely asila and 
madua in (5) and (6) respectively . It is not the case that this non
occurrence of para has anything to do with the nature of the 

predicates. Consider: 

(7) se asila para I 
(8) se Madua para I 

This leads us to the question as to whether para does not 
belong to the main clause in (5) anc;l (6) . But as pointed out 
earlier, para does not occur clause-intially. This is reinforced by 
the following: 

(9) •(para ete 
(10) •para samaste 
(11) •para se 
(12) •para se 

katha bela! 
jananti! 

• asilal 
madua! 

So we conclude that para follows the complementizer in the 
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embdded bo/i clause. 

(e) Finally, turning to je, we find that the following 

sentence is ungrammatical: 

(13) •arne janu je tume je taku katha dei thila 

We know Comp ... 

(We know that you had given him word.) 

This sentence ( 13) , has (3) as its embedded ~lause which is 

in the extraposed position. It is not that a constituent of the 

extraposed je-clauses cannot be emphasized·. In place of the 

emphasizer je, one could have another amphasizer spch as hi or . 
ito get a grammatical sentence. In fact the status of ( 13) improves 

if ther is no explicit complementizer in it which shows that the 

same clause cannot have the homophonous complementizer je 

and the emphatic particle je for rasons of stylistic inelegance. 

This conclusion is reinforced by the grammatical ( 14): 

( 14) tume je taku katha deithila ekatha a me januje can 

also occur after taku in this fact ( 14) . The resultant construction 

is grammatical although the constituent emphasized now is taku. 

je in (14), it could be suggested, is a complementizer which also 

works as an emphasizer. But then this will make it a unique 
complementizer in oriya, having this additional stylistic property: 

ki and bo/i, the two other complementizers in the language do 

not have any such property. Besides an explicit je complementizer 

is not necessary in (14). (15) is fine ; that is, without je the 

embedding itself is not affected. 

(15) tume taku katha deithila ekatha arne janu. 
But in (15), tume is not the focussed constituent. Nothing is. 

So far we have cited some facts regarding the occurrence of 
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some entities labelled as' ornamental indeclinables' in traditional 

Oriya graminer and in doing so, we have gone beyond what have 

been recorded about them in the grammars of Oriya so far and 

also made some observat-ions regarding their stylistic and 

pragmatic significance. We now turn to the question as to how 

they come to occur in the structure itself. We pursue this question 

within the broad framework of the Chomskyan grammar where 

the 'semantic' (the LF,the semantic and the pragmatic) and the 

phonological components are purely interpretive. Therefore the 

answer would lie in havin& the entities under discussion in the 

syntactic component and assigning interpretation to them in the 

semantic or the pragmatic. component. 

This leaves us with the following choice: either these occur 

inthe base-generated adjuct position in COMP-P or another 
' . 

functional headed phrase be posited (call it WP) in the grammar; 

that is the choice is between (16) and (17): 

(16) XP 

/""" XP ~ 

/~ 
X 
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( 17) WP 

XP 

w 

' 

B.N.Patnaik 

The circle indicates the place of occurrence· of the entity 

under reference. It is assumed here following K. Geetha ( 1985) 

that the complement of Win (17) i,s a sister to W-(single) bar. The 

issue under discussion will not be affected should this turn out to 

be incorrect. As far as the coverage of the facts is concerned, they 

l!re equivalent. The occurrence restrictions with regard to boli 

and para mentioned earlier can be captured by either: both (16) 

and ( 17) would require that XP be COMP-P, not IP, if para occurs 

in the circled place, but this is a requirement that i~ statable under 1 

the usual device of sub-categorization. It may be noted ( 17), not 
(16), can capture it, since in the latter the element under reference 

occupies the adjunct, not the head, position in the phrase. Thus 
as far as (16) is concerned, it appears that the restriction is simply 

to be stated as a bruts fact of the language. But it may be noted 
that.io(S) and (6), para phonologically 'balances' the subordinate 

• boli -clause and the main clause, thereby r.-ndering the sentences 

more elegant in a conversational setting. If this is correct, then 
(17) suffers in comparision with (16), since it treats an essentially 

phonological issue in terms of of sub-categortization. 

As rightly felt although not explicitly stated by the traditional 
scholars, these elements are unrelated to what goes by the term 
·syntax' in the modern times. These are irrelevant to the 
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assignment of case or theta roles, or to any syntactic movement (of 

the Move-x type or scrambling, etc.), unlike other functional 

heads, AGR or TENSE or COMPand the like. Therefore, positing 

a syntactic phrase with such an element as its head is uncalled for. 

In other words (16) turns out to be the better option, despite 

involving the positing of a base-generated adjunct position in 

COMP- P .. 

To conclude, we have considered some of the entities in 

Oriya which perform some stylistic or pragmatic functions within 

the conceptualization of grammer in Chomskyaii'linguistics. We 

have provided some details regarding their occurrence in 

constructions and also mentioned, at least partially, the 

interpretations they yield and the exact functions they perform. 

However the paper has been primarily concerned with their 

occurrence and has suggested that these enter constructions in the 

base-generated adjunct positions of phrases. 
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A NOTE ON VOWEL HARMONY I 
IN TELUGU 

J. Venkateswara Sastry I 
Osmania University 

Abstract: Main aim of this paper is to consider Vowel 

harmony in Telugu within a prosodic framework. Having 

considered the works of other Scholars who have contributed 

to our understanding of Vowel harmony in Telugu, I come to 

the conclusion that their treatment Is inadequate. Telugu 

Scholars and Linguists noted the feature of Vowel harmony, 

but called it vocalic Sandhi rather than Vowel harmony. This 

resulted in the grouping of vowel harmony with consonantal 

Sandhi. 

Gi4ugu Venkata Ramamurti, Gi~ugu Sitapati, Kelley (1963) 

and Prabhakara Babu (1976) are.the scholars who made a note of 
phonetic harmony in Telugu. Krishnamurti (1957), Subba Rao 

(1971),Prakasam (1972), Rarnachandra Rao (1974) and Ramarao 

(1976) are the other Scholars who discussed the topic widely. 

Ramarao's analysis of vowel harmony in Telugu is by far the most 
thought provoking analysis available to us. His paper proves to 

be useful guide to the multifaceted issues posed by an often 
discussed, highly controversial and quite significant phonological 

process. 
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1.0.0 Theoretical Framework Preferred 

The overview of work on vowel harmony in Telugu shows 

that there has not been a complete description of vowel harmony 

in Telugu to date. In this paper I make use of such of this earlier 

material as I find valid, as well as my own findings, and attempt 

to present a fuller account of Vowel harmony within the theoretical 

framework of prosodic phonology, a theory which makes it 

possible to present a clear picture of the structural relationships 

involved. 
. 

1.1.1 Vowel Lowering Phenomenon In Vowel Harmony 

Only two scholars of modern times have dealt with'this topic 

in the past, Kelley (1959) and Prabhakara Babu (1976). Kelley's 

contribution to phonetic vowel harmony is taken as point of 

departure for my description. In his examples he cites forms like 

(n £llu] [mi~ + Undl#). The forms in isolatif'lc. are as follows: 

[nsla +IU] and [mi~a + undi] 
nela +Ju ~ nslalu ~nEllv 

The loss of the second syllable in Sandh~ results in the 

cluster -11-. The vowel that is lost may still leave behind qualities 

of some prosodic importance; it may be responsible for the 

lowering of the first and last vowels. It is in the following two 
phases. 

(1) nela > nela £ is a more open vowel. 

• (2) nela + Ju nEihrafter losing the second syllable 

-lu has a more open quality~ 

harmonising with the more open 

vowel qualities of the stem. 
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It is necessary to note that even 15efore the Sandhi process is 

considered, the word in isolation has slight phonetic low~ring of 
the initial syllable nucleus in the environment of a low back 

·vowel. If the inti tal syllable has a low vowel followed by high 
vowel in the next syllable, the low back vowel moves towards a 
central position. 

padi 'ten' padl 

1.1.2 Vowel Harmony in Monomorpllemit Forma : A Case 

Study For Social Dialects. • 

Many scholars of Telugu, as ~e have seen in the survey 
earlier, noted that the stem initial vowel does not participate in 
(or is not affected by) vowel harmony but failed to see the reason 
for this because they did not take stress into account. It is because 
the initial syllable is a stress bearing syllable that it is n<;t 
susceptible to harmony. However, the place of stress in a word 
depends on the caste and level of education of the speaker. 

Depending on the position of stress, the stem initial syllable 
participates in vowel harmony: sometimes it induces harmony 
and i~ other cases it undergoes harmony. To bring out this fact, 
I attempt hereunder a brief analysis of vowel harmony in 
monomorphemic forms. For this purpose I classify words as 
trisyllabic and tetrasyllabic. 

1.1.2.1 Disyllable Words: 

This group of words bas a two way harmonic process. 
operating in the speech of individuals. The initial syllable 

induces harmony in the second syllable which readily harmonizes 
with the initial syllable in the speech of educated and uneducated · 
Brahmin speakers. Stress in the initial syllable is present in the 
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speech of these speakers. The other vowel harmony system is that 

the second syllable induces harmony in the first syllable. This is 

the usage of uneducated non-brahmin speakers. In their speech 

it is the second syllable of disyllabic words that is stressed. The 

initial syllable of a disyllabic form is stressed in general for all the 

speakers, but under the conditions of social variation, the stressed 

syllable may (A) lose its stress and undergo harmony or (B} retain 

the word initial stress and induce harmony. 

(A) First Syllable Undergoing Harmony 

There are three types of harmony in this case. They are( a) 

Change in V g~ade but not in prosody; (b) Change in prosody only 

and. (c) Change in V grade and prosody. 

(a) Change in V grade but not in prosody: Raising 

harmony 

Writtern form Social Variant form gloss 
mabbu mobbu 'cloud' 
c~w c.c C..ltJ c.~._, C.C.Lw 

tawwi iowwi 'having dug' 
coc'->c..c. LY c.~ c.c.l.y 

pappu poppu 'pulses·-
Co(W c.c. \..IJ c. E."" c c. Lw 

poqj PVl{.i 'powder' 

c. t.""c. c C l.,w c.IJ 
ne:nu ni:nu 'I am' 

c. ~ y c. l.'-' c.T! c.~ 
(b)· Change in prosody only: Backing harmony 

inko: 'another' 
IJ CtE_W 
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dikku 
c \! ce \.lol 

je:bu 
cf1 c\..la) 

re'\'{u 

c ~ cc l.w 

dukku 
c.~ c. c. & 

jo:bu _...., .., 
c. {. c. '--

ro"ctu 
c. E."' c. (. l. w 

15 

'direction' 

'pocket' 

'two' 

(c) Change in V grade and prosody: Raising and fronting 
harmony 

Written form 
ra: tri 

c~W c.c...! 
manci 

Social variant form 
re:tri 

c~ c.c...! 
minci 

(B) First Syllable Inducing Harmony 

gloss 
'night• 

'good' 

There are two types of harmony in this case:a) involving a 

change in prosody and, b) involving a change in V grade but not 
in prosody. 

(a) Change in Prosody : Fronting harmony 

Written form 

ce:nu 

c. t>' c.~ 
pi:ka 

c.\! e ~w 

Social variant form 

ce:ni 
c. 'ty c.\! 

pi:ki 

c.t." '~ 

gloss 

'field' 

'throat' 

(b) Change in V grade but not in prosody: Raising harmony 

and lowering harmony 

komma kommu 'branch' 

c. 'C..w c. c. rx..., c. e. w c. c. \....,., 
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dibba 
c. c c.c. 0('\,t,) 

bocf.c{u 
c.tl.o)c.c.L"' 

okka 

~ c.c ccw 

J. Venkateswara Sastry 

dibbu 
c.t! c. c.~w 

'mound, heap' 

bocf.c(,a 'navel' 
c. e_14 c c: ae tAJ 

okku 'only one' 

E_.._, C: G t}' 

The above examples provide the following information. 

(1) that the wly prosody generally remains but V grades 

change; 

(2) that change in prosody is less common; . 
(3) if in the disyllabic structure the syllable muclei are of 

the given relationships, the social variants differ as 

shown below: 

Written diyllabic form Social variant disyllabic form 

mid open ..... mid close 

close - open ..... close close 

mid mid ..... mid close 

mid - close ..... mid open 

This generalisation of disyllabic word structure in prosodic 
terms has been arrived at, after a careful consideration of a large 

number of examples. 

1.2.2.2 Trisyllabic Forms (Monomorphemic) 

In trisyllabic forms the situation is slightly 

different. Trisyllabic forms of canonical shape cvccvcv are 
considered here. The possibilities of harmony are greater as 
shown below. 
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(A) The first syllable is stressed but it is the second syllable 

which has a secondary stress that induces harmony, and the third 

syllable undergoes harmony. There is a change in V grade and 
prosody. 

(i) Raising and fronting harmony 

Written form 

takkeq,a 

c v c.t. £..Y c ~ w 

Social variant form 

takket/_i 

c. •a. c. €! c.l! 

bokkeha bokkeni 

(. vc.c. E! c. oc:w 'v c c. t! c. c 
(ii) Lowering and backing harmony 

Written form 

abba:yi 

~ c.c .;( IJ & t" 
c. 

amma:yi 

vcc,;zwc;:t! 
~ 

Social variant form 

abba:ya 

'4 c. c. a< "" c;. oc: w 
c. 

amma:ya 

'I c c 00 ""' Go oc Ll) 
c: 

Gloss 

'balance' 

'bucket' 

Gloss 

'boy' 

'girl' 

ma:ga:yi ma:ga:ya 'mango pickle' 

C. V c. oc Wc;.c C C. V C ii:IU Ci ac,W 

(B) The word initial syllable of the trisyllabic word is 

stressed and induces harmony. The second syllable which is 
unstressed undergoes harmony. 

Change in V grade and prosody: raising and fronting harmony 

Written forms Social variant forms gloss 
Jenaga seniga 'chick peas' 

c.~ C. ac-.lc;.~W C. i! G C C. ~IJ 
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mirapa miripa 'chillies' 

c.l! c.~'-' c.oeow c. r! c.\! c.ac'"' 

(C) The third syllable of a trisyllabic word induces harmony 

and the second syllable under goes the process . The third syllable 

bears a secondary stress, wheras the second syllable is unstressed 

and weak. There are many cases of this kind. The two types of 

harmony are (i) change in V grade only and (ii) change in V grade 

and prosody. 

(i) Change in V grade only : raising harmony and 

lowering harmony 

written form social variant form gloss 

modalu modulu 'beginning' 
c. i.w c. ~t.J c. l...., C.lw c. l.w c. (..w 

pogaru poguru 'arrogance' 
c.L'"' c c"'c t..taJ C.f.I.Jc c..'41c. {! 

ekkuwa ekkawa 'much, more' 

f! c: c. ~ c. oe IJ E! c. <. 111:.., c. ce" 

(II) Change in V grade and prosody: raising and fronting 
harmony 

Written form 
musali 

c.t." c.M'-' e i! 
ka:vali 

c. v ' "" c. r! 

Social variant form 
musi/i 

c. ,.., c.l c. r! 
ka:vili 

c..vc.f!c.t! 

gloss 
'old age' 

'guarding' 

(D) In cases where the word initial syllbale is unstressed, 
and the second syllable is stressed, it induces harmony and the 
first syllable undergoes harmony. Generally this situation is 
obtained in the speech of uneducated speakers, both Brahmin and 
non-Brahmin classes. I observe from my data that this is found 
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at a slightly higher rate in the case of non-Brahmin speakers. The 

possibilities are,(i). Change in V grade only and.(ii) Change in 

prosody only. 

(i) Change in V grade: raising harnony 

written form social variant form 

caduvu coduvu 

'oe"' c l..w c. l,..w c £.141 c. ~c. t.."' 
ka~pu koiupu 

c. a.. w c. "w c. ~ c. L w c. c.faJ c. ~'l/ 

gloss 

'study' 

'stomach' 

tammurj,u tommu(u 'younger bother' 

c. ae '"' ' c. t. I.J c;. t-111 c. (W c c.. c.,l.l c. t..w 
Only qne case of change in V grade with lowering harmony 

is found in my data. 

me: ta:lu m~r:lu 'musical band' 

(ii) Change in prosody: backing harmony 
written form social variant form gloss 

dikkuna dukkuna 1.1 'in the directin of 
C. c.,l.l c. C. Ltal G ot. W e f!' c; C. l,; C. at W 

iddaru uddaru 'two persons' 
1!, C. C. ot:. \M C. ~ (,W C. C. tiC. til G ~ 

ippuqp uppu'lf 'now' 

.! c. c. ~ c.~ ~ c-c. ~' ~ 
(E) The second syllable [a]changes to [e) between apical 

consonants in uneducated speech: change in prosody and V 

grade; fronting and raising harmony. 

written form 

unnafiu 
l.."'c.c..O(,W C.C.~ 
bha:fPIU 
C.·V C.ca w c;: ~I.J 

social variant form 

unnelfu 
I!" cc. ~c. c.~ 

ba:selu 

c.iJ c.!! c ~ 

gloss 
'as it is 

'languages' 
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1.2.2.3 Tetrasyllabic Forms 

Tetrasyllabic forms in Telugu are fewer in number. Most of 

the forms available in spoken language are Sanskrit borrowings.As 

I am at present considering only such forms which are 

monomorphemic in nature, I do not take into account those which 

have more than one mopheme (for example with plural suffix-/u). 

(A) Changes in V grade 

(i) lowering harmony 

written form social variant form glos~ 

anuma:nam anama:na':t 'doubt' 
'V C. c> C. ac W C. oc,'-'"' V C.~ C.~ W C. V 'W\Y . 

bahuma:nam bagama:na"* 'gift' 

C. 'VC.t."' C ;cw C. V N CV t:.ac:We: kwC V 'Y'I'f 

(ii) raising harmony 

written form social variant form gloss 

padako'Ltf.u paduko'LtfP 'eleven' 

c. v c. ac. w e e..'-' c. ~ t."" c \1 c. l..w c. f:.IJ ' c. l.w 

(B) Change in V grade and prosody: fronting and 

raising harmony 
written form social variant form gloss 

koc£avali kotfjvili ·pickaxe' 

C. 'I c.oe"' coeNc.~ c.vc ~ c l! c.~ 
1.2.0 Suffixal Harmony 

The earlier work in Telugu vowel harmony suggests that the 
grammatical categories involved need to be given due 
consideration, but suffixes have not been dealt with from this 
view point, except by Ramarao ( 1976) in part. I wish to deal with 
suffixes separately from stems and present nominal suffixes and 
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verbal suffixes and give a detailed account of each, showing their 

relationship with the stern. In fact,harmony in relation to these 

suffixes, except for-/u, has not previously been considered in full. 

-lu, which is the only harmony inducing suffix, is to be considered 

separately. 

In order to describe the vowel system ofTelugu, a system of 

three V grades of openness needs to be set up to account for open 

vowels [a] [a:] ,mid vowels [e] [e:], [o] [o:] and close vowels 

[i] [i:] and [u] [u:]. The three grades are oo which can be long 

and short viz oo, oo; E which can be long and short, viz., E 

E: and which can be long and short viz., All the three 

grades , E oo function in w a&d y prosodic syllables. 

Nominal suffixes are dealt with first, and verbal suffixes are 

dealt with separately later. 

1.2.1 Nominal Suffixes 

Under this heading are included case markers and person 

markers. 

-nu first person (singluar) marker in pronominal 

predicates; accusative case marker. 

-wu second person marker in pronominal predicates. 

-mu first person (plural) marker in pronominal predicates. 

-ku dative case marker. 

-lo locative case marker. 

-1 possessive/genitive case marker. 

(i) - CV Suffixes 

The nominal suffixes-nu, -wu, -ku have the same V 

grade,namely , (, , but the prosodies differ depending on the 
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prosody of the last syllable of the noun stem to which they are 

affixed ~ The systems at Care P, N, G, L. 

P (plosive )term k (dorsal ) Pk C. (dative case suffix) 

N (nasal) term t {apical) N1 (, (for 1st sg.pronominal 

predicate) 

term t {aplical) N1 C. (accusative case suffix) 

term p (~abial) NP (, (for I pl. pronominal 

predicate) 

G (glide) term p (labial) GP t (for 2nd person 

pronominal predicate suffix 

L (liquid)term t (apical) L 
1 

(. plural suffix 

(ii) -CV Suffix 

There is only one nominal case suffix of rftis structure, 

namely .J.o:, locative case sufix. The structure is,Li"' 

(iii) -V Suffix 

There is only one nominal suffix of this structure, the 

possessive case marker-! which has the structure L/-

Of the above nominal suffixees, possessive suffix -i does 

not induce harmony as is e~plained elsewhere. (See. Venkateswara 

Sastry 1994). Hence it is not discussed further. The locative 

Suffix -Jo: occurs as a first suffix followed by any case marker.As 

a first suffix it will not induce any harmony in the noun stem, but 

does so as a second suffix. It is therefore considered under the 

beading of first and second suffixal forms. (see. Ven.kateswara 
Sastry, 1994) 
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1.2.1.1 The Suffix- mu 

-mu first person plural marker occurs only as a second suffix 

after the plural suffix -lu. It thus differs from the person suffixes 

which come directly after the stem. It is used in a reduced form 

and is therefore treated separately. 

As mentioned else wher (ref: Venkateswara Sastry 1994) 

-mu is reduced to (~u] and also to[~] 

1.2.1.2 The Suffixes- ku and - nu (case markers) 

The prosodic relationship of -ku and -nu suffixes with the 

nominal stem is the same -nu differ·s from -ku in only one. 

respect, i.e. after the -am ending nouns.. That will be treated 
separately. 

The structure of the suffix is ' c., • 

(A) Where the V system of the final syllable of the nominal 

stem is (.;- and the syllable is w prosodic, the suffix either 
harmonizes with it and is w prosodic or stem final syllable and 
suffix are both y prosodic. For example, 

Backing harmony and fronting harmony 
u:ru + k 1, --. u:ruku or u:riki 'to the village 

vc"-"' +~<"- vc.~c.l."" vc.t!c.f! 

ka:lu +k (,--. ka:luku or ka: liki 'to the leg' 

C.VC.l.W+C.l. CVC.~G& c.vC.ltc.d' 

u: ru +n(. --. 

ic.~-+C.l. 
u:rini or 

v c. t?' c. t! 
u: runu 'village(accusative)' 

v c.~ e. c.."' 
ka:lu +nt, --. ka:lunu or ka:lini 'leg, (accusative)' 

C. v c. ~ _. c.l. c..; C. .._w c. l."' c. v c.~ c. V 
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If the final syllable of the nominal stem is, and y prosodic 

the two different ·types of harmony are not possible. Only y 

prosody is possible, as in the examples below. 

Fronting harmony 

ko:t{i + k L --+ ko: tf,iki 'to the hen' 

(.vc. c!-+ c.l. c.vc.c!cc! 
ko:q,i + nt, --+ 

c.vcL'+c.~ 
ko: 4Jni 

cvc.~c.r! 

'hen (accusative)' 

pi IIi + k (, --+ 

c.vc.c. tY +k(.. 

pi/liki 'to the cat' 

c. vee.(! c.l! 

(B) (i) If the nominal stem final syllable is w prosodic with 

the suffix either harmonizes and is w prosodic or does not 
harmonize and is y prosodic. For example, 

Backing harmony 

pi:(a + k(, --+ pi:taku 'to the plank' 

c.;" c. ocw + c. t. c. \i c. oc~ c. ""w 
katj,awa + kt--+ kac(,awaku 'to the pot' 

c v c. v c. CIC"" + k c., c. vc. v c. ae w c. '"'w 
non-harmonic 

pi: £a +k (.--+ pi: £aki (ibid) 

C. \i c. .,w + C. ~ c.. v c.oc w c. c)' 
ka(awa +k C.. --+ kat{awaki (ibid) 

c.vc.vc.~w+ "'<.. c.vc.vc.oc.""c. c 
(ii) In the nominal y prosodic stem final syllable withE 

the suffix either harmonizes and isyprosodic or does not harmonize 
and is w prosodic. 

For e.xample, 
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Frontness harmony 

ginne +k'-+ 

c \' c.c.t>' + kC.. 

pe££e +kt,-+ 

Non-harmonic 

ginne +k (, -+ 

c. V c.c. E.y + ~t. 
pel(e +kc. -+ 

. ginneki 'to the metel vessel' 

c.vc.c.tY c ~ 
pel(eki 'to the box' 

girmeku (ibid) 

c. v c.c.E! e Lw 
peueku (ibid) 

2.5 

In the Kalinga dialect of Telugu there is prosodic harmony 

of the suffix with the final stem syllable, and the stem final V 
grade harmonizes with the suffix V grade. For example in the 

kalinga· dilect we have forms like, 

ginne +k (.. -+ ginniki 'to the metal vessel' 

c.vc.c.e!+il\l. c.vc.ccc.t! 
peU,tt +k(.. -+ pe£~ki 'to the box' 

c.v c:r.. fY + t.t c. v c.c..'f! e c! 
ginni, peUf are found in isolation too, but it is to be noted 

that these forms are nothing but back formations after losing the 
case suffix. Further, these forms are not attested in written form 

of the language. 

However w prosodic forms do not have type of V grade 

harmony. For instance, •peu,uku and •ginnuktJ forms do not 

occur in the language. y prosodic forms are found in the informal 

speech of Kalinga dialect. 

1.2.1.3. The Suffixes - nu and - wu (Person markers) 

I find no difference in the harmonic process between person 
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provide us ample evidence to identify the thin line of demarcation 

between classical! modern Telugu suffixes. 

1.2.1.4 The Functional Difference Between First and 

Second Suffixal Forms 

The plural suffix -lu can occur as a first suffix. All the other 

. suffixes can occur as a second suffix. The following examples 

clarify the situation. 

1st suffix 

katti + /.u --+ kattulu 'knives' 
c. \' c. c. ~ 1- c l."" 

2nd suffix 

kattulu + k (, --+ (i) kattulaki 'to the knives; 

c.vc.c.~ c C" +C.l. c.~ c.c.l.w cocWc.c.>' 

(ii) kattulaku 

'" c. c. •.!"' c. oc"' c. c}oJ 

gadi + lu --+ gadulu 'rooms' 
c." c. ,Y -+ c. '-w c. v c. LIIJ c. t.w 

gadulu + n (, --+ 

C..V t.L'-' C L.w t c. L 

(i) gadulani 'rooms (accusative) 

c.vc.~c.oc""c. LY 

(ii) gadulanu 
C. V c. l.W c. oc W c. ~ 

ra:rc + lu --+ ra:'l.ulu 'queens' 

c.vc..! + c.l."" c..vc.~c. t.w 

ra:'i.ulu + lo:--+ ra:'t!/lalo: 'among the queens' 

c.\ie~c.t..!.J+ t.E_\o) c.Vc.~cac:Wc.E_w 

One can argue that w prosodic harmony, after the addition 

of the first suffix, is due to -lu, and a marks the junction between 
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-lu and the following suffixes (i.e. the second suffix).viz., -ku, 

-nu ,-mu, -wu,-Jo:. In such cases the persence of a is therefore best . 

treated as Sandhi rather than harmony. As seen above, suffixes 

-ku, -nu, and -wu can be w prosodic harmonizing in backness or 

y prosodic, without harmony. 

Alternately, one could say that the case suffixes, when 

functioning as second suffixes, induce· backing and lowering 

harmony. For example, 

gadi + Ju + Jo: --. gadulalo: 'in the rooms' 

eve. I!+ c.t..""+c.~ c.vc..t't.~""'c.E.w 

gadi + lu + k(, : --. gadulaku 

c. v c. t! -+ c. t!' + c l. c. v c. t.IJ c. 'X w c. (., w 

The dative and accusative case suffixes as we have seen in 

1.3.1.2. behave in a non-harmonic fashion. The resultant forms 

are, 

gadi + lu + k c., --. 
c. v c.(!+ c (...l.o) +C.(.. 

gadi + lu + n (.. --. 

c 'VC. \! -+ c.~+ 4 t 

gadulaki (ibid.) 
C.VC.(..I.J C.ac.W C lf 

gadu/ani (ibid.) 
C.. 'I C. c.,W C. oc W c. C 

Note also the following case with -mu as the second suffix: 

pill a + /u --. pi/lalu 'childern' 
c." c. c. -.w + c.c.,w 

pil/alu + mu (i) pil/a/amu 'we are children' 
c. '4 c.c.oc. w c.~+ c..~ c. v c. c."""" c. ~w c. c.."" 

(ii) pi/lalimi 
c. v c.c. -~c. I! c. (] 
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In the case of (ii) above, i.e. pil/alimi,.. it is noted that there 

is a change not cinly in prosody but also. in vowel grade. As noted 

elsewhere (cf.l.2.1.3.1.)- (}ending suffix is an indication of 

colloquial Telugu. 

A form with -amu, with backing harmony, is found in 

informal speech style of the Rayalaseerna area. The form with 

-imi, fronting· and raising harmony is found in the Kalinga 

dialect. The Telangana dialect has pillalamu which is similar to 

the written form. 

1.2.1.5 Tbe Plural Suffii - lu 

Though there are many nominal suffixes as listed, it is only 

the plural suffix -lu as a first suffix that induces harmony in the 

noun stem. All other nominal suffixes undergo harmony. 

When a nominal stern is followed by the plural suffix 

backing harmony is induced by the suffix, and this may extend 

upto, but not affecting, the stem initial syllable. For example, 

gadi + lu -+ gadulu 'rooms' 

c.vc:.rJ' +C.t."" C.. V c. l-1.1 c. l..w 

ko/imi + lu -+ kolumulu 'hearths' 

C,V C. (!C. lf + C l.w c.vc.c.."'ct."'cC' 

If the noun stem has one of the consonants r, I, tand <\,in 

the final syllable or prefinal syllable, harmony extends up to the 

consonant and stops at that consonant. Consonantal harmony 

may also take place. This is to be dealt with fully under Sandhi. 

There is also another type of plural formation which occurs 

only -a~ ending nouns. It is to be dealt with under Sandhi. 
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1.3.0 Verbal Suffixes 

Verbal suffixes in Telugu differ from nominal suffixes in 

that instead ofbeing harmonised by the root, they induce harmony 

in th·e root. Scholars who worked in the field earlier have not 

considered all the possiblities, and in this section I make an 

attempt to do so and examine the different suffixes in relation to 

the type of harmony they induce. The person markers used with 

finite verbs are similar in form to the nominal suffixes-nu, -mu 

and -wu. but do not participate in vowel harmony.-~ also belongs 

to this set. As they do not participate in vowel harmony, they are 
not considered here. 

1.3.1 Fronting Harmony ( 1) 

Suffixes with i and re induce a close, front, spread 
harmony. 

-1 past participle suffix - c! 
-Ina 

-Ina: 

past particible vb. adj. suffix - C c.ocw 
concessive suffix ... ~c. o; W 

•a! 
-\It past tense suffix -CO 

Examples: 

at{ugu + i __.. 

Vc.~c.(.."' -+ r! 
aqjgi 'having asked' 

'4c.trc.c 

a4,ugu + ina__.. at(jgina 's.g. that is asked' 

v c. Lw c. L."" ;. ~c. at'"' H.~ c. ll c. ac-ltJ 

at~Jgu + ina: __.. a<{jgina: 'even if asked' 
l c. L~ c. l.w -\- 1.! c. 6C w V c. iJ c.. Ly c a; w 

at{ugu + t:l! + nu __.. a4Jgre nu 'I asked' 
\t c.l.w c. L"' +w Y t c.L.w vc c t."OC Y c. l.w 

caduwu + i __.. cadiwi 'having read' 
C..'Vc..c..wr:.~4-~ c.vc.l!.c.\! . 
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caduwu + ina --+ cadiwina 's.g. that is read' 

c. v t l*c .:' + c)' c. ctw eve J. c ~c. a:'-' 

caduwu + re + nu --+ cadiw re nu 'I read' 

c.vc ~w c.~ 1- iCY+ c:. ~ c. vc.lc 01:w·c ~ 

kudurcu + i --+ kudirci ' having arranged' 

C.LWC.~C,C.~+~ c..~c t! c.c. (Y 

kudurcu + ina --+ kudircina 'some thing that is 

"" w w y'- u . 
C.\: c. t.: C.C.\.;; + C oc arranged' 

C. 'V C. c! C. C C C:.oc.W • 

kudurcu + ina:--+ kudircina: 'even if arranged' 
c.vc.~eca.w + c!c:.eew c.~c.~c.c.~c';c'-' 

kudurcu + re + nu --+ kudircrenu 'I arranged' 

c. ..,c ~ e c. c:> + iC,.-+ c. v c." c. c c. caP c.~ 

1.3.2. Fronting Harmony (2) and also In Compound Verbs 

Suffixes with E Y exponent (e), E Y exponent (e: ) and 

~w exponent (o:) (second verb of a compound verb) induce 

[rooting harmony. 

Suffixes: 

-e (second verb of a compound verb); E Y 

-e: verbal adjective and relative participle, 

-te: condtional (c) Ew 

-o: (second verb of a compound verb; 'Ew 
Examples: 

at£ugu + e: --+ 
V C.~W t. ~ + E_'Y 

a4,ige: 'that which is asked' 

vc.\1. c.~)' 
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ac(ugu + te: ~ a'fjgi te: 'if asked' 
~c. t.\lc '-YJ+ cf:.'' 'Vel/ c. I! c. 'E_Y 

arf.ugu + pellu ~ aqjgipel£u ' Please ask for (me)' 

Vc. ~c.~ -t C.C ~ · II C. C c.c! C.£.Y CC.l
111 

Along with the above set of examples, I also give another set 

of compound verb forms with harmony, having eY e·Y e·w in the 

first syllable of the second word. These compound verbs differ in 

aspect as shown in the brackets: 

kaf[ugu +ve:yu ~ ka~jgive:yu 'to wash'(completive) 
c.-vc.c...YJ c.C".,. c.f.~el!-' eve.~ c.c."l" c ~c. c.w 

kacf.ugu + pe£(u ~kaCUgipel(u 'to wash'(benefactive) 

c. '4 c. C"c.t.~o~ + ci! cc..c.w c:.v c.\!' c.~ ee.Y c. c. t.w 

a4ugu + ve: yu ~ a1uguve: yu 'to ask' (finally) 

'lctWc.t.W -tc.Cc.C~ ~c.l!'cJ'c~Yc.c.c..."" 
alugu + po: vu ~ a/igipo:vu 'to get angry' (completive) 

1.3.3 Lowering Harmony - Change in Grade 

Verbal suffixes with EY exponent (-e:) as in-le:du (past 

negative) and -le:nu (cannot- disability marker) induce lowering 

harmony, as illustrated in the examples that follow. The verb root 

is w prosodic and when followed by suffix with e: which is y 

prosodic, eY, the resultant harmonised form is also w prosodic. 

Thus we find no change in prosody but there is a change in V 

grade from C. to a::: The change in V grade may be due to an 

intermeliate stage present in the language of old times, but 

modern usages lack it. The structure to cover the examples is 

given below. 
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at[fgu + le : du --+ 
"'~we c..., + c(.Y c. c...., 

J. Venkateswara Sastry 

a4_agale: du 'didn't ask' 

VC.IICW ~ tfC"J C i/' C tW 

at{,ugu + /e : nu --+ at[,agale : nu 'I cannot ask' 

"c. tW' (.W + c.i.Y c. ~ Vc.aeW c. .,.., e £.Y c;, 1...141· 

caduwu + /e : du --+ cadawale: du 'didn't read' 

c v c. t..1111 c.~+ ci.Y c.~ c.v cocW c. oc"' c i" c;, ~ 

caduwu + /e : nu --+ cadawale: nu 'I cannot read' 

~~c. 4.!" c. C._. + c i )' c ~ '" c.-.w c.ec"', i:,)' c. .._w 

-le:du is a negative form which is used both with nQuns and 

verbs. When used with nouns,-le:du does not induce harmony in 

the stems. For example, 

caduwu + /e :du --+ caduwule :du 'there is no education' 

c:~c.e'c. ~-+ c.f.Y~ t!-' C.'VC ~C. .!" c.{.~C. c!' 
1.3.4. Lowering Harmony- Compound Verbs 

A. Suffixes with [a] oow , induce lowering harmony in 

verb root. An example is -kalanu , the suffix denoting 'ability'. 
The change in V grade which represents the lowering harmony is 

shown in the formulae below: 

at{,ugu + ka/anu --+ a'l,agakalanu 'I can ask ' 
vc.~c ~ + c.•Wc oeW c. .._w 'YC.' .w,c,w c oc"'c.~'-'c. t..IJ 
caduwu + ka/anu --+ cadawakalanu 'I can read' 
c v c. c,"' c "'"' + c.oc.ll1 c. ocWc: ~ c. v coc." c. 01/!w e ecWc. ol'r.~ 
kudurcu + kalanu --+ kudarcakalanu ' I can arrange' 

c. ~c ~ c.c I!' + c.e~~W & -.:ttl c. i! c Y c. •wc.c.aciJ c •"' c. c.eW c ~ 

The -kalanu +suffix, however, ha~ another alternate form 
in these cases in informal speech with voicing of the intial 
consonant of suffix, viz. at(agagalanu, cadawagalanu, and 
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kudarcagalanu. 

-aka is a non-finite suffix ahich induces harmony in the 

verb root in the same way as shown for -kalanu, namely lowering 

harmony. 

caduwu + aka ~ cadawaka 'not reading' 

aqugu + aka ~ at{agaka 'not asking' 

(c)~ c. L-.Jc. ~ "t et.wc. ocw (t,) ~ c.aeW c. ocw c. Ocw 

The usual sandhi applies, that is, l_Vhen two vowels come 

together,the first is lost. 

B. Suffixes with [ o] E w , also induce lowering harmony 

in the verb root. This type of suffix is genrelly found in compound 

verb formations where the second verb has [o] as in example with 

kol(u 

cetf.u + ko£tu ~ cet{ako£f.U 'to spoil' 
cf!e.~ + c.~c.c. ~ c.f! C.flt.w c.t' ec. {:) 

pal{,u + ko££U ~ pat{ako£tu 'to cause to fall' 
c.ec.Wc. c)~!+ c.e."'c.c.~ c:.ar.'-'eocW C.£.'-' c..:~ 

ra:/u + ko£tu ~ ra:lako[£u 'to make fall' 

e iii w~c_W + c.e.wc.c. ~ c.c"'e acwe (.wee. t.w 

Ramarao (1976) has given a convincing argument for the 

at..ove examples by suggesting -a-, -i- insertion rules. But in 

modern usage the insertion of compound formatives is not 

apparent and it is to be believed by the above type of harmony. 

1.3.5 Justification for Semantic Criteria 

It is interesting to note that le:l £Y, induces two different 

types of harmony, as shown in 1.3.2. and 1.3.3. above. 

(i) Fronting harmony (with -e: and-te: suffixes) 
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(ii) Lowering harmony (with -le:du and-le:nu) 

· The use of semantic criteria may help to establisJ:l suffix· 
function. Of the two types of harmony mentioned above (i) is 

found in non-negative forms whereas (ii) is strictly for negative 
forms. 

Now let us consider suffixes where.a: ~w. induces lowering 

harmony exactly like suffixes with /e:. The forms in 1.3;3.all 
~ave a positive meaning as they denote the ability of the spea\cer. 
This gives support to my proposal that different types of harmony 
can be related to sematic criteria. 

1.3.6 Constraints on Disyllable RoQJs 

Suffixes with [a:] &r induce lowering harmony. However, 

this harmony is restricted to disyllabic forms. I take the suffix ta: 

to illustrate this type of harmony. Examples: 

a:(u + ta:tl,u ~ a:c£ata: t{u 'he plays' 
VC C.W -+ c.it,W C. '-\It Ycoc'-'c.Ci."'c. ~ 

ko:ru + ta:tt,u ~ ko:rata:tiJI (i) 'he grates' 
c:.£.'-' c.C' ..1. -w ~ ,.. c.oa c. (ii) ·he wants' 

cf.wc. -."'c. iii"'c t,W 

The disyllabic stems that have 4£ l· r, I and n in second 
syllable have this type of harmony. 

In certain disyllabic verb forms harmony with [a:] does not 

take place. 

Examples: 

vippu + ta:tt,u ~ vipputa:tf.u 'he unties' 
~'Y ec. t." -to c.acw c.~ c. -v c.c.~c; iC_, c. t.w 

gi/Ju + ta:tf.u ~ gilluta:tf.u 'he pinches' 

c "c. c. t."" + e ~wc.t.'"' c. v c;.c t.'-' c. ar.wc. t..., 
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ce:du + ta:~ ~ ce:duta:cf..u 'he draws (water from a well) 

c. E! c. f. ... + c.iif'"' c. ~ 
gi:ru + ta:q,u ~ gi:ruta:4,u 'he cuts' 

From the above examples it seems that only w prosodic 

disyllabic roots undergo harmony of this type with suffixal a:. 

The y -w prosodic disyllabic roots do not undergo harmony. 

1.4.0 Grouping of Verb Suffixes 

Verbal suffixes so far ananlysed cab now be grouped a 

follows. I present the summary of my analysis in prosodic term 

V grade and prosody 

of suffix syllable 

inducing harmony 

(A) (i) ~ w (lowering 

harmony) 

-kalanu 

-ta: 

V grade and prosody 

of suffix syllable) 

Suffixes Example 

-aka caduwu +aka ~cadawt 

' without readin@ 
C." c.c!-1 c.~ +-c'-'c.IICW-+, 

caduwu+kalanu~ cadawakala1 

'I can rea 

a:4,u + ta:tf_u ~ a:'{ata:c{u 

'he will1 
(see 1.3 .2.6 for other example 

inducingharmony Suffix Example 

(ii) ~Y (fronting -a: (~) a'{_ugu + ( tr) + nu ~ a4jg ( tr)nu 

'I asked' harmony) 

(B)(i) \Y (fronting 

harmony) 

(see l. 3 .1.6 for other examples) 

-e: -y act,ugu + e: ~ a4Jge; 

relative participle 

of at{.ugu'to ask' 
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-te: ocf.ugu + te:~at(jgite: 'if ask' 

-ve:yu a4ugu + ve:yuftu/,igiv"e:yu 

'to ask' (completive) 

-pel£u Ol[ugu + petfu.at(.igipel£u 

'to ask on behalf of someone' 

(see 1.3.2.2 for other examples) 

(ii) eY (lowering lwhen suffix C initial is ( i J. 
harmony~ 

suffflres -le:du -le:nu 

eramp_les: 

attugu + /e:du ~ aqpgale:du 'didn't ask' 

otj,ttgu + /e:nu ~ atJ.agale:nu 'I cannot ask' 

~c. c.."e t.w + c.{.)' c t.w v Gat'-' c cew c l>' c c...., 

Forms of this type of lowering harmony are common to all 
peakers. But some uneducated speakers of the coastal dialect 

ave them without harmony. They are as follows: 

at£ugu + le:du ~ atJ,ugule:du 'didn't ask' 

otj,ugu + le:nu ~ otf,ugu/e:nu 'I cannot ask' 

vc c..~c.r.,w + c.ir c.~ ~c ~ t c..., c. iY c. ,_w 
(iii) E w (lowering harmony) ko[J.u 

eromples 

cecf.u + koU,u ~ cetf.okoU,u 'to spoil' 

(iv) Ew (fronting harmony) po:vu 

eramples 

ka:lu + po:vu ~ ka: lipo:vu 'to burn' 

CVC C..W -t C. l,Wc. ~ C: V C \! cl'""c C.W 

(see 1.3.2.2 for further illustrations) 
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(C) (i) c.Y (fronting harmony) Suffixes: 

-i <. Y (past participle) 

-ina t.Y' Dew (past verbal adjective) 

-ina: t! C.oit (concessive) 

examples: 

ac{ugu + i --+ at{!gi 'having asked' 

vc.C"c.~ + c! vc.t!c.i! 
acf.ugu + ina --+ ac(.igina 'the (s.o) asked' 

v c. t-'4 '\!" + ~ '~'"' v c. r! c. I! c. cc'"' 
at{.ugu + ina: --+ ac:(!gina: 'even if asked' 

VGLWC. c,.W + f! C.QGW V C cJ C (! C GC W • 

(see 1.3.2.1 for further examples) 

1.4.1 Summary Statment 

To summarise, we have following types of harmony induced 
by verbal suffixes. 

Lowering: ~ > ocw when harmony is induced by £Y, Ew 

Fronting: t"' >C' when harmony is induced by I! 

Fronting: r.,"' >(! when harmony is induced by lY ,Ew ,ol 

Earlier scholars have not included so m~y vowels as inducing 
harmony. From my analysis, presented in foregoing section, it is 

evident that vowels e,o,o: induce vowel harmony in the verb root. 
All three of them occur as root initial vowels of the second verb 

in a compound verb form . The first verb root undergoes the 
process of vowel harmony and the second verb induces the 
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process. It is equally interesting to note that these three vowels, 

vii. e, o, o:, do not induce vowel harmony in any structures other 

than the first element of compound verb. 

In the case of nominal harmony, apart from the plural suffix, 

it is the noun form which directs the suffixes. In the case of plural 

suffix, it is observed that it functions like verb suffixes , i.e. 

induces harmony . In the case of verbs, the suffixes direct the 

roots. No amount of descriptive statments have brought this 

difference to light until this prosodic study was attempted. 

1.5.0 Conclusions" 

To conclude- I persent the following genral rules for vowel 

harmony in Telugu. 

1. Nominal suffixes ofthe structure-c,(with the exeception 
of the plural suffix) undergo harmony. This is what 
Aoki (1968) recognises as progressive directionality
stem determined harmony. 

2. Plural suffix - c c: (or to be more precise - LC.w ) is a 
harmony inducing suffix. 

3. Monosyllabic or disyllabic verbal suffixes and the second 
verb initial syllables of compound verbs induce harmony 

in the first verb root. This is suffix determined harmony 
and can be considered as regressive harmony. 

• I dedicate this paper to my friend, well wisher and 

erstwhile colleague Prof.C.Ramarao. 
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LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT AND LANGUAGE 

DISORDERS: PERSPECTIVES FROM INDIAN 

LANGUAGES 

Editors :·B. Lakshmi Bai and D. Vasanta 

This volume includes seventeen selected papers presented 

in the Interdisciplnary National Seminar on Language 

Processes and Language Disorders, organised by the 

Centre of Advanced Study in Linguistics, Osmania 

University, in February 1989. In addition, it includes an 

inaugural address by a Neurosurgeon and three keynote 

papers by experts representing the fields of Applied . 
Linguistics, Speech-Language Pathology and Psychometry. 

These four invited papers deal with a range of theoretical 

issues in Applied Linguistics in general and 

Psycholinguistics and Neurolinguistics in particular. The 

papers in the first section discuss, with the help of 

empirical data, issues of language input, development of 

Language Struch!res, language processing, reading 

comprehension and metalinguistic skills in children 

speaking Hindi, Marathi, Kannada, Tamil, Telugu and 

Oriya Languages. The papers in the second secton deal 

wth assessment of early communication sklls in normal 

hearing children and ; development of morpho-syntactic 

structurers in the language of hard-of-hearng children, 

Cerebral palsied children and adult aphasics. One paper 

describes certain methodological issues in the study of sign 

language 'of deaf children. The wide range of topics 

covered and the rich empirical data discussed in various 

papers should make this volume useful for researchers and 

professionals in the concerned fields. 
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THE SPEAKERS OF I 
PROTOLANGUAGES IN CENTRAL 

EURASIA: INFERENCES FROM 
ARCHEOLOGY AND LINGUISTICS 

L.Dezsl$ I 
Universita di padova, padova 

Abstract: The paper treats the questions of the relationship between 

linguistics and archeology during the last stage of Indo- European 

and Uralic proto-languages and proto-cultures. First,some questions 

of the Indo-European society are examined from the point of view of 

linguistics, then those of Uralian from the perspective of archeology. 

According to recent archeological discoveries Uralians underwent 

a considerable infuluence of a population which left its earlier 

settlements in South Central Eurasia toward North Western direction 

because of climatic changes. Its Southern component was certainly 

consitituted by Dravidians, the Northern one cannot be identified 

because it was absorbed by Tocharians, Aryans and later Turks. The 

paper ends with a call for sound methods in early areal linguistics. 

In our analysis first we examine some questions of the study 

of language and society of Indo-Europeans and Uralians (l).lt 

will be followed by an example: a brief archeololgical and linguistic 

account on northern Central Eurasia in the fourth millennium, 

focusing on the appearance of a new culture, on its impact on 

Uralians, and on the progressive extension of Indo-Europeans 
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(2). Then we shall deal with some questions of linguistic models: 

family and area and illustrate them with the languages of Central 

Eurasia. 

l.Language and society 

In the study of the community of Indo-Europeans Iehmann 

concentrates on methodological questions and on the presentation 
of crucial facts oflndo-European prehistory and society at the end 

of the fifth and in the first part of the fourth millennia (Lehmann 
1993 :258-88). I shall limit my examination to the methods and 

some facts relevant for our topic. The sources of data are constituted 
by language, archeology and antiquities for Indo-European. The 

antiquities and history cannot serve as sources for early Uralians 
because the texts in Uralic languages are of late origin and their 

territory was far from the centres of early civilizations. There 
remain, however, archeology and linguistic reconstruction. Then 

Lehmann surveys the interpretation of data. I ::1gree with him on 
the evaluation of indo-European linguistics: 

We may recall bases for the validity oflndo-European grammar. 

From the start many of its prominent scholars aimed to determine 

underlying structure ... In carrying out this aim they regarded 

language as a structure in which all the parts are interrelated. 

And they gave careful attention to facts, methods and principles, 

... Shortcomings and disagreements are due in part to approches 

of lesser scope. But when the central methods were applied on 

the basis of these procedures, they led to results that are now 

generally accepted (ibid : 262) 

This quotation is fundamental for the understanding of his 

book which gives a detailed presentation of ·proves'. I am of 
similar opinion about the history ofUralic studies which profited 

from the methodologcal achievements of Indo-European 
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Linguistics, a fact which confirms Lehmann's words. 

I cannot but agree with Lehmann on the importance of 

archeology: ·archeology provides us with the only secure evidence 

we have for prehistoric peoples' (ibid:263) and his insistence that 

linguist should be aware of the current state of archeology and 

vice-versa (ibid :265). Lehmann is right in opposing the 

application of the model of massive tribal movements to the fifth 

and fourth millennia and giving advantage to the. 

Wave of advance model. By the model,innovations in culture 

and technology were examine.d for their "advantages, and when so 

viewed were adopted by neighbouring peoples. Some migration 

is accepted, but not that of groups s'uch as those around the 

beginning of our area (ibid :263) 

The merit of such a model is relative: it neutralizes the effect 

of transfer of a model applicable to a situation which existed 

millennia later, ~ut the reality was far more complex. The social 

organization at the end of the fifth millennium did not give the 

possibility for largescale organized movements, but the 

disadvantageous change of climate could force large groups of 

population to move tc territories where the conditions for life 

were better as we shall see later. 

From studies on the inferences based on texts, on 

archeological data and from history (ibid :266-16) I shall examine 

only the second. Here, Lehmann confronts two models on the 

spread of Indo-Europeans. The first, widely identified with 

Gimbutas. 

Assumes invasion of warlike, mounted peoples from southern 

Russia who imposed their language on the autochtons ... there 

were three different invasions that overwhelmed the peaceful, 
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matrilineal autochtons. The second model, now identified with 

Renfrew, ... assumes gradual extension of the Indo-European 

languages ... the expansion of agriculture from the Middle East 

(ibid :210-11) 

Gimbutas' model is based on old archeological data and 

goes far beyond the facts of archeology towards a gene~al 

conception valid for certain periods and sitiuations in prehistory 

and history. Renfrew's model fits the situation of the fourth 
. . 

millennium relatively well.However, it is hard to exclude the use 

of superiority in military capacity (weapons of metal, horses,higher 

organization of nomads) at the end ofthis period especially in the 

third millennium (cf.below). 

The reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European and early 

European communities is convincing and seems to correspond to 
archeological facts. Its validity should be considered also for the 
Proto- Uratic population in the fifth millennium. According to 
Lehmann: For the Indo-European community ... can we suggest 

small groupings corresponding to a village, as supported by 
words based on •weyk ((ibid: :277). A less sophisticated system 

of terms of kinship numerals reflect such a social situation 
(ibid :278). At the end of Proto-Indo-European with the diffusion 

of Indo-European population, acquisition of higher level 
agriculture, animal husbandry, and technical innovations, such 

simple communities changed to bigger social units during the 

fourth and especially in the third millennium. 

1.1 An approach to the study of early Uralic communities 

I shall present here some generalizations of the results in 
Uralic archeology and linguistics. My presentation differs from 

that of Lehmann's only in more emphasis on certain fundamental 
factors, like climatology and archeology. Their importance will 
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be demonstrated in the next point(2). 

The data of historical climatology and physical geography, 

including the precipitation as an important factor, gives us 

information on the flora and phauna. ·The possibilities for a 

certain density of population depends on climate and on 

geographical conditions. Their change for_ the worse results in 

the diminution of population, for the better in its growth, even if 

this is only one of the factors. 

The second group of factors could be labelled by the cover 

term of economic geography which is based on the former but not 

entirely. It deals with the ways of occupation: like hunting 
fishing, the different forms of agriculiure from a rudimentary 
degree to irrigation systems, animal husbandry from the primary 

domisticated animals to the herds of nomads using horse for 
transport and battle. 

These factors determine the way of life to some degree,but 
there are different ways of building houses, and decorating 

domestic inventory, especially pots,and weapons. The spiritual 
life mythology do not depend on the concrete conditions oflife but 

manifest universal tendencies of human thought with many 
variations. 

Archeology with paleogeography has one of the keys to 
prehistory, the other one is in the possession oflinguistics. These 

two keys are necessary but not always sufficient. The contribution 
of anthropology is important in particular situations which are 
notrare {e.g. in the case of the Uralic population and its language.) 

The study of the linguistic situation should consider the 
ways of communication within an area and beyond it. Linguists 
should use the achievement of archeology: where the material 
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traces of communication are found, there must have existed also 

oral communication. This does not mean the same language but 

is a precondition for further study of the linguistic situation, a 

factor of the solution to the puzzle: of the identification of an 
archeological culture with a language. 

The description of the linguistic situation locates languages 
with linguistic evidence, even iffragmentary, like the language of 

population of South Mesopotamia before Somer, languages (or 

peoples)known only by name, like the languages of Western Iran. 

It should consider information preserved on the relationship 
between languages, like that of-Elamite to the languages of the 

nomads of Western Iran etc. 

Linguists are inclined to use only the archeological 
information in favour of their hypotheses and forget about the 
requirement of systematicity which they consider fundamental in 
linguitics. Only a consistent approach to various disciplines can 
yield reliable results. This is a common place often forgotten. 
Yet in many cases linguists stand helpless before the puzzles of 
linguistic prehistory or are forced to make more or less plausible 
hypotheses. 

In the following I shall give an illustration of the relationship 
between archeology and a language situation focusing on 
archeology. It will be followed by analysis of the linguisitic 
issues. 

2. Archeology and language communitie1: Uralian1 in 
Central Eura1la In the fourth millennium. 

Central Eurasia as understood here, is the territory from 
cast Central Europe to west Cenral Asia. Its northern part 
includes Europe, West Siberia and west Central Asia. The south 
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ernpart extends from Anatolia to the Indus valley. The 

description of the archeological situation is completly based on 

A.Kh.Khalikov's works (especially 1993) with linguistic 

comments of mine. 

In the East, outside the area but in contact with it, was the 

culture of textile pottery, identified with Yukagirs and AJtaians. 

At this time the Altaians remained on the periphery of the area, 

but in the third millennium they entered it. The Yukagirs, on the 

contrary, were constrained to move to East 

In the fifth millennium and in the first part of the fourth 

there are two related cultures between the Gulf of Finnland and 

the Ob river: the pit-comb pottery in the West (from ihe Batlic to 

the mouth ofOka) and comb pottery in the East (from the Oka to 

the Ob). Both cultures can be identified with Uratic population: 

the Lapps and Samoyeds to the West and Finn-Ugrians in the 

East. At the end of the fourth millennium the Lapps move to the 

North -West, the Samoyeds to the East across the Urals into 

Siberia under the pressure of Europeans. 

In the West and South West there are other two related 

cultures: that oflinear ribbon pottery (Europeans) and ofprotopit 

type (Aryans) which were separated but are still in contact after 

the dissolution of the Indo-Europeans unity. The Indo- Europeans 

did not cross the line of Dneper at the beginning of the 4th 

millennium, but proceeded towards the Urals during this time. 

On the periphery of the northern part of the area, on the 

border line between North and South on the vast space offoothills 

from eastern Anatolia to Belucistan extends the zone of. Syro

KiliKaya culture· of Prodded pottery. It can be characterized by 

an advanced level of agriculture, animal husbandry (domestic 

sheep, cows). The eastern part of this culture belonged to 
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Dravidans. The population of the western part cannot be identified 

more precisely: we cannot draw the western boundary of the 

ancesters of Dravidians and cannot say if the language of the 

western part was related to Dravidian. If the existence of common 

elements in Uratic and Dravidian are proved, then the assumption 

of a language close to Pre-Dravidian will be realistic. 

The smaller cultures in the region of the Aral sea and the 

Caspean sea had a less advantageous situation from the point of 

view of physical geography. They had intensive contacts with the 

southern area of pr-odded pottery and were influnced by it. In the 
North they were in contact with the culture of Finno- Ugrains. 

We must go back to the first half of the millennium and 

examine the climate. On the verge of.the fifth and fourth 
millennium and in the first part of the fourth the atlantic period 
reached its climatic optimum, when the natural zones shifted 

.200-300 kms to North in Eastern Europe. Such climatic shift, 
advantageous to Europe, was bad for the territory of the culture 

with prodded pottery because the areas near the Caspian Sea and 
Aral sea became unsuitable for cattle-breeders and farmers. They 

had to move to the North. In the first part of the fourth millennium 
on the territory ofUralians of pit-comb and comb pottery, appear 

the flat bottom pottery with thinned out prodded ornamentation, 
new forms of tools, settlements with ground rounded dwelling, 

and which is more important, with apparent traces of productive 
economy: stone tools for wood processing, for grinding, bones of 
domestic sheep and cows. The new culture was apparently 
different from the local culture not only in pottery but in everything 

from tools to the structure and form of houses. Such settlements 
C8ll be found from the Upper Volga to Western Siberia. In order 

to- arrive that far the population of the culture of pottery with 
prodded ornamentation must have crossed the area of the Aral 
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sea. Caspian sea and the South-East o~ Russia. And we can find 

its traces from the Dneper to the Aral sea. 

This population had an important impact on the culture of 

the southern Finns of the Early Metal Age and was preserved for 

a long period in the culture ofUgrians. With the progress oflndo

Europeans. especially of Aryans the contacts between the norther~ 
branch of this culture and its southern pan was cut and no new 

impulses arrived from the South to Uralians, especially to Finnic . . 
people. They beame closely connected with Aryans and, to ll 

lesser degree , with Tocharians who were advancing toward the 
Urals. The vast territory of South-Eastern Russia changed into 

·steppe toward the end of the fourth millennium and the Eastern 
Indo-Europeans became a nomadic population, but process was in 
its initial stage in the fourth millennium. 

The migration of the population of prodded pottery to the 
North. raised the culture of the Whole South-Eastern Russia to a 
higher level before the arrival of Indo-Europeans. After its 
occuption the Indo-Europeans arrived at the gates of ancient 
civilization of the third millenium on the level of half-nomadic 
poeple surrounding Mesopotamia and Anatolia. Here begins the 
success story of the Indo-Europeans. 

The early Dravidians remained concentrated in Eastern Iran 
and India . The retroflexes, so characteristic of Dravidian. can be 

found not only in Indo-Aryan languges but also in those of 
Eastern Iran. The formation ofretroflexes can be a relatively late 
phenomenon in Dravidian. in North- West Dravidian they could 
jJ.ave not existed;there are no traces of retroflexes in the languages 

of the population occupying West Turkestan (like the Tochars. 
tiiie western Turks). The re-examination of the elements common 
to Proto-Uralic. Proto-Dravidian. partially to Yukagir and Proto-
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Turkic, can contribute to the reconstruction of the linguistic 

situation in Central Eurasia . There can be alternative hypotheses 

and the one concerning the direct contact between Dravidians and 
I 

Uralians is not the most plausible one . 

Using the results of Khalikov's studies I have assumed, that 

the Urheimat of Indo -Europeans was in Europe. Its concrete 

location involves only corrections of the existing views. It 

. radically differs from the hypothesis of Gamkrelidze and Ivanov 

which locates Proto-Indo - Europeans in Northen Mesopotamia. 

There is, however, a considerable similarity in their conception 

and the picture presented above: the movement from south to 

North of a certain large population which is identified as Europeans 
and Aryans by them, The confrontation ofKhalikov's conception 

with theirs, however , goes far beyond our scope. 

3. Linguisitic models for proto-and prelanguages 

Lehmann is right in his criticism of Renfrew's assumption 

That Indo-Europeanists adhere to the family-tree model, and that 

application of the comparative method requires its assumption. 

Yet the wave model has long superceded it, based on tenets that 

are closely comparable with those of models emphasizing diffusion 

among the archeologists. (ibid:265). 

The characterization of the late Proto-Indo-European and 
its dialects given by Gamkrelidze and Ivanov (1984:371- 428) 
proves his statement. Language family, however, remains the 
fundamental concept for proto-languages which constitute a fixed 
starting point for the reconstruction of pre-languages. The notion 
of Sprachbund introduced by Turbetzk.oy, cannot replace the 
family model, but should be considered in the study of linguistic 
areas of any time and can counter-balance attempts to creating 
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protolanguages, like Dravidian - Elamite, Uralo-Dravidian, 

Uralo Yukagir, on the basis of similarities iri lexicon, in 

phonology, in grammar or even in all of them but without 

systematic correspondences. 

Archeology, a true partner of 'prehistoric' linguistics,is in 

constant progress: discovers new cultures, new contacts between 

cultures, suggests new clustering ofbranches, 'dialects' of proto 

or pre-languages, like the Lapp-Samoyed unity mentioned above 

(which can be supported by some linguistic evidence and was 

suspected to have existed also by linguists). 

I have the impression that we linguists are not flexible 

enough when compared to archelolgists. We assume a certain 

period, e.g. around 4000 for the dissoultion oflndo-European and 

Uralic, but do not imagine the real language situation. As we 
have seen in the case of Uralic, the Lapps and Samoyeds were in 

close contact, constituted an archeological unity and then 
separated: the Lapps became close to Balto-Finns, the Samoyeds 

to Northern Ugrians after crossing the North Ural. Thus, the real 
grouping ofUralic dialects was different from the one reconstructed 

from a later historical period when the Samoyeds lived east from 
Finno-U grians. 

After having emphasized the importance of relating the data 
of archeology to those of linguistics, I should indicate the relative 

independence of their evidence from each other. The Uralists 
must not change the picture of the late proto-language: its 

distribution into two groups: Finno-Ugric and Samoyedic, but 
should consider the particular position of Lapp and its early 
contacts with samoyedic. I have the impression that the linguistic 
composition of Proto-Indo-European, its decomposition into 
dialect groups established by Gam.k.relidze and Ivanov: the 
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separation of Anatolian first, then of a grouping of Greek, 

Armenian and Aryan can be maintained even if the Urheimat was 

in Europe (ibid:895-954 ). The problem of European languages .. 
could be resolved without a long itinerary through Central. A~ia. 

In order to explain the contacts ofEastern Iranians, and Europeans 

with Finno-Ugrians they assumed the presence ofFinno- Ugrains 

in Central Asia which cannot be proved (ibid :929- 31, 939..:42). 

Both problems can be solved by the assumption of an Urheimat in 

Europe. The Anatolian branch of Indo-Europeans could reach 

Anatolia on the shores of Black Sea because the shores of seas 

served as natural corridors from the northern part of Central 

Eurasia to the south and vice v~rsa (as it was assumed above). 

The composition of the lan_guage situation in an area, the 

dialect distribution within a proto-language or pre-language 

depepded on various factors. In North-Eastern Europe covered by 

forests, the system of rivers yielded good conditions of 

communication and for the preservation of the unity of proto

language of Uralians living in small communities, even if the 
isoglosses, especially in lexicon, could have been complex. 

Similar set of communities connected with corridors of 

communication was typical for the northern part of Central 

Eurasia in the period of the early proto-languages and late pre
languages. 

We should go far into prehistory in order to explain the 

formation of pre-languages, like Indo-European, Uralian, Yukagir 

spoken by these communities in contact with each other, still 

developing their languages according to the inherent laws of their 

own. 

A systematic analysis of the language systems of a relatively 
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late stage, which can be reconstructed, shows similarities and 

divergences which have their origin in a much earlier stage. The 

surprising similarity in the grammatical system, the shared 

tendencies in the phonology of Uralic and Altaic, so different 

from Indo-European, has been maintained despite the millennia 

of separation of U ralic from AI taic. The contacts between U ralic 

and Indo-European have led to little or no convergence .. 

There was a fundamental difference between Uralic, Yu.ka 

gir and Altaic apposed to Indo-European, in the entire construction 

of grammar:· the communicative principle appearing in 

no\Dinative-accusative structure in the former and the cognitive 

principle classifying nouns and verbs manifested in the active 

type of the latter shared also by the Caucasic languages (Kiimov 

1977:879). The cognitive principle underlies also the classes 
based on animacy asnd natural gender in Dravidian, Elamite and 

other languages in the South of Central Eurasia. 

A comparative picture of characteristics of these languages 

extended to all sub-systems shows complex isoglosses similar to 
those known from dialectology which unite 'dialects' according 

to certain subsystems but there are no two proto-languages which 

have only common isoglosses. 

The similarities, however, provoke temptations of unification 

of proto-languages into greater units: Uralo-Altaic was considered 

one family more than a hundred years ago; at present not even the 

unity of Altaic is generally accepted. The common features of the 

familes lead to hypotheses of Dravido- ~lamite, Uralo-Yukagir 

common languages, a search for the unity oflndo-European with 

other families. The tendency is natural: the search for an 
. explanation, the source of which could be a common language and 
instead of a linguistic area. 
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In the southern part of Central Eurasia from Anatolia to 

India the physico-geographical conditions were different, admitted 

denser population even in the fourth millennium before the grand 

civilizations of Messopotamia and Indus Valley. The 
communication between the communities could be more intensive. 

This is well known and beyond the scope of our examination. I 
want, however, to call attention to the contacts between the 

southern and northern part of Central Eurasia in the East: in 
Central Asia in the area of Caspian and Aral seas which is less 

known and usually ignored in literature. which concentrated on 
the rise of grand civilizations. Above we dealt with the movement 

from the South to the North, but du.ring the following two 
millennia of Aryan and Tocharain invasion this territory will be 

the transitory zone from North-West to South-East. Then, until 
the first three centuries of our millennium Central Asia was the 

focal point of movement of people from East to West. 
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AN ANALYSIS OF CLAUSE AS I 
EXCHANGE (INTERPERSONAL 

FUNCTION) IN R.K. NARAYAN'S 
WAITING FOR THE MAHATMA* 

R. Arunachalam I 
Govt. Degree College, Deverakonda. 

Abstract:- This paper demonstrates how the intricate relations ships 

between the characters of a narrative discourse can be explained at 

the textual/eve/ itself with the help of the analysis of the metafunctiona/ 

concept of clause as exchange (interpersonal function) derived from 

Halliday (1985) 

1.0. Introduction 

Based on Halliday (1985 :68-1 00) the clause complexes as 
exchange of the narrative discourse R.K. Narayan's Waiting for 
the Mahatma (1955; here after WM) have been analysed in this 
paper to bring out explicitly the relationships between the 

protagonist Sriram on the one band and the other characters 
namely Bharati, Gandhiji, Jagadish and Granny on the other at 

the textual level itself in terms of the interpersonal function of 
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language, which is realised through 
a) the MOOD elements namely the Subject and the Finite 

elements, which are part of a verbal group in the Mood

Residue structure, 

b) the Modal Adjuncts, 

c) the Vocatives, and 

d) the Speech Acts namely 

Declarative 

Indicative Exclamatory 

Interrogative 
[ Wh-

Yes/No 

Imperative 

1.1 The Protagonist and the other character. 

On the basis of Halliday (1985) the analysis of the clause 
complexes as message in the conversations between Sriram and 
the other characters namely Bharati, Mahatma Gandhi, Jagadish 
and Grandmother brings out at the textual level the intricacies of 

their relationships clearly. An1attempt has been made here to 
analyse the conversations that take place between them for the 

first time in the narrative to show their basic characteristics and 
relationships protrayed in the interpersonal function of language. 

Their fundamental characteristics and relationships are further 
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explained with the help of the other passages of WM. 

1.1.1. Sriram and Bharati 

The following is the conversation that takes place for the 
first time between Sriram and Bharati and is presented here 

without its reporting parts in a sketchy manner: 

KEY: s- subject: m- modal; f- finite; rna- modal adjunct: 

pred - predicator; n - negative. 

I) Turn 1: 

Bharati: 'You will have to go..!!2~ _ 

s m/f 

mood residue 

Sriram: (Jumped outside the hut --non-verbal action) 

Turn 2: 
Bharati: 'Don't you know that when Bapuji sleeps we will have to 

fn s --------r-m1r-

mood residue mood 

leave him?' 

residue 

Sriram: 'Of course.! knew it. I was only wailing 

Tum3: 

ma s did know s f ma 

mood 
f 

residue 

for you to come out. 

sidue 

---
mood re-

Bharati: 'Who_ are you? 

f s 
I don 't think I have S!!!f ~~~ l!!Jo!1. 

ma s f 

residue mood mood residue 
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Sriram: (No reply) 

Turn 4: 

Bharati: 'What is your name?' 

s f 

residue mood 

Sriram: 'Sriram. • -s· 

mood 

R. Arunachalam 

·TymS: 

Bbarati; 'What are ~ou doirJK .Jljre? • 

f s 

re- mood -sidue 

Sriram: 'Don 't you remember me?· 

1Jn:D.6 

fn s 
mood residue 

I saw you when you came with a money 

did see 

s f pred 

Mood Resi-

box in the market, the other day?' 

-due 

Bharati: 'Oh, I see' ... ' But I might not r.J:lllt:JZJiu:z)al.ll~"-

ma s mlf n 

mood mood residue 

quite a lotofpeople put money into my box that day. 
____ s ___ d;;..id 2!!'- _______ _ 

f pred 
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mood residue 

Anyway I asked you now what you a!!_ doi_!!S here?' 
s did ask s. f --------------f pred mood residue 

moqd residue 

Sriram: 'Perhaps o.E!.!!f.thuolunteE~ 

rna 
mood residue 

Bharati: 'Why perhaps?' 

residue 

Sriram: 'Because I am not yet ___!J!!!,·.:_ _ 
s f n rna 

mood residue 

TurnS 

61 

Bharati: 'Anybody cannot be a volunteer,' .. 'Don't you know that? ---- ---s mlf n f n s 

mood residue mood residue 

Sriram: 'Don't you know that? I think I know that and more. ' 

f n s ma s do know ---- ----
mood residue 

Bharati: 'What more?' 

residue 

f Pred 

mood residue 
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Sriram: 'That I am not a~nybodY.:....:_ 

s f n 
re- mood -sidue 

TurnlO 
Bharati: 'You· are a_!2mebo!!J. I suppose?' 

s f rna 

mo- residue od 

R. Arunachalam 

Sriram: 'Well, you will help ..!!!..e~ l!!t;!!_m..!!....s!!!'ebody, I hope.' 

s m/f 

mo- residue 

rna 

od 

(ibid: 34-35) 

The analysis of the clause complexe~ dS exchange of the 

above conversation brings out clearly the basic personality traits 
and relationships of the participants Sri ram and Bharati and the 

changes that take place in their 'moods' at the interpersonal 
function of language. Bharati begins the conversation with the 
modal elements namely 'will have to' in Turn 1 implying her' order' 
and Sri ram's 'obligation'. In the very first utterance itself, Bharati 

'orders' Sriram to do the thing that is obligatory on his part and 
Sriram 'obeys' her non-verbally instantly. This displays the 

dominant position ofBharati and the submissive nature of Sri ram 
in their very first interaction itself. In Turn 2, Bharati uses the 

non-modal (temporal) operator 'do', the negative polarity, 'not' 
end the speech act 'Yes/No interrogative 'Dont'tyou ... ?'to stress 

that Sriram must/has to know the common courtesy like leaving/ 
not disturbing a ·person when he is asleep and no one needs to 
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point out to him such commonplace things and for the sake of 

politeness, she uses 'we' instead of 'be', which might glaringly 

and directly point out his defect, when she repeats the obligation 

of people in general terms that they should leave Gandbiji at the 
time of his sleeping. Sri ram readily and explictly agrees to her 

view by using a modal adjunct 'of course', which means 
presupposition, in his response and .clarifies unequivocally the 

reason for his waiting by using a modal adjunct 'only' which 

shows 'intensity' that he has waited there not because he does not 

know that he must leave Gandhiji when he is asleep, b~t because 
he intends to meet her. This surprises Bharati since Sriram is a 

stranger to her and as far as she knows, he does n~t have any 
reason/occasion to meet her. So she uses an interrogative to find 

out his basic identity in Turn 3 and further confirms explicitly by 
using the modal adjunct 'I don't think' that she does not know or 

rather has not even seen him before. Sriram is tongue-tied 
because he is under the impression that he is familiar to her/ she 

will identify him and is terribly confused when she says clearly 
that she has not seen him in spite of the fact that she bas collected 

donation from him near the market fountain on a pervious day. 
Bbarati understands his confusion and in order to help and 

ascertain his identity from him, she puts forth another interrogative 
in Turn 4 which requires a direct answer. Sriram mentions his 

name briefly in reply but it does not provide much information 

about him to Bharati and in order to seek further ~nformation she 

asks in Turn S about his activities in the Mahatma's camp. 

Sriram' s reply is irrelevant since instead of providing the 

information sought for, he asks her if she does not remember him 

and further refers to an less mental ability for he fails to understand 

that it is very difficult for a person to remember about everyone 
whom he/she meets casually in his/her day-to-day interactions. 
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Or" this displays his egotism that he is too important a person for 

Bharati ~o forget him even if she has met him casually only once. 

Bharati understands h.is presupposition properly and replies in 

Turn 6 politely· about the possiblity but not certainty of her 

me~ting and forgetting him by using a modal adjunct 'I see,' a 

modal 'mighC and a negative polarity 'not'respectively. Further 

in order to find out the reason for his presence in the Mahatma's 

camp, she repeats her earlier question. Till this point, the mood 
·' of both the participants is polite and co-operative, but once 

Sriram uses the m~dal adjunct 'perhaps' instead ofbeing certain 

and specific about his basic identity in his reply,their mood 

changes drastically as discernible in the mood elements used in 
'· 

the remaining turns of their conversation which portray their real 
. ' I . 

personality traits: Sriram's foolhardy, reckless, rash and 

submissive nature and Bharati 's Sri ram's foolhardy, reckless, 

rash and submissive nature and Bharati 's resolute, sharp tongued, 

argumentative and dominating characteristics in Turn 7, Bharati 

questions explicitly on the use of the modal adjunct 'perhaps' by 

Sriram for which he replies in a matter fact manner that he is not 
yet a volunteer focusing on his status at a given point of time with 

the help of the modal adjunct 'yet', which shows time. Bharati 

indicates in Turn 8 with the mood consisting of the subjcet 
' . . ' . ' 

'anybody'.· the finite - modal operator 'can' and the negative 

~olarity 'not' clearly that she feels sure that it is not true or will 

~ot happen for 'anyone' to become avolunteer and insists with the 

temporal operator and the negative p~larity and the interrogative 

speech ,act 'Don,t you ... ?' that Sri ram must/ought to/has to know 

about this. 

This makes Sri ram irritated and angry which is perceptible 

in the repetition of the exact utterance ofBharati and he adds with 

the modal adjunct 'I think' that he knows surely 'more than what 
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Bharati expects him to know. Bharati is so argumentative that she 

questions in Turn 9 about his 'more'. Srinim's reply with the 

temporal operator 'am' and the negative polarity 'not' states what 

he is not,i.e., he is not a person without independent identity or 

status or background despite the fact that he is still under the 

control of his grandmother leading an 'obscure or routine' life as 

if he is an eight year old boy with set activities and no aspirations: 

Bharati is very much amused that she continues her discussion 

further stating explicitly her supposition with the modal adjunct 

:1 suppose' in Turn 10 that he is a 'somebody'. Sriram's an~wer 

to her supposition expressing his hope explicitly in the modal 

adjunct' I hope' and Bharati 's ability to change him in the "!odal 

operator 'will' shows his reckless speech, since he is talking to a 

girl who is a stranger for him in a such a manner. Hence even in 

the absence of any other guidance, the mood elements in their 

conversations bring out their basic personality traits at the textual 

level clearly. Ineed, narrator comments on their fundamental 

characteristics in the reporting part ofthe above conversation and 

in other parts of the narrative. The above basic qualities of Sri ram 

and Bharati are very much Observable in their conversation 

throughout the narrative. Moreover, it is Sriram who is always 

seeking information from Bharati. It means that the latter is in 

a position to offer him commands/suggestions/guidance/advice. 

This kind of disciple~guru relationship between them is very 

much reflected in the interpersonal function of language used by 

them. For example, in ibid:58, Sriram raises many qusetions 

about the village for which Bharati is in a position to provide 

necessary information. 

In ibid :66, she is better informed about many things/items 

than he is. When he is worried about her walking barefoot, she 

explains to him about the prevailing political condition of the 
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world narrated. In ibid : 92, Sriram asks Bharati about any 

news,but she does not speak till they reach the place of their 

meeting, but just hands over a letter of Gandhi to him. Similarly 

in ibid: 168, Sriram requests her for a piece of advice and she 

offers the same. Indeed this kind of disciple-guru, inferiorsuperior 

relationship between them is explicitly stated in the narrative 

(ibid :62,67 ,167). 

1.1.2. Sriram and Gandhiji 

The following is th~ conversation that takes place for- the 

first time between Sri ram and Gandhiji given without the reporting 

parts: 

(2 ) Turnl 

Mahatma: 'Come in, come in. why should you be standing there? -------- -----Gandhi m/f s 

Sriram: 

Il!m2 

residue residue re- mood -sidue 

You could hav.!..C.!!....m.!..straJgh..!Jn., 

s m/f 

mood residue 

'But she asked me to wait outside. ' 

s did ask -------f Pred 

mood residue 

Gandhiji: 'Bharati has just be'!!!_ ~'!!!.l!!!_ing you. 

s f ma 

mood residue 
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Sit down young man. Come and sit as near me as you like? 

Pred · voc Pred 

residue residue 

Sriram: (Sits near Gandhiji -- non-verbal action) 

Turn 3 

Gandhiji: Nowadays, I generally get up an hour earlier in order 

s rna do get 

f Pred 

re- mood sidue 

to be able to do this : spining a certain length is my 

most important work: even prayer comes only after that. 

I'd very much like you to take a vow to wear 

s m/f rna 

mood residue 

only cloth made out of your own hands each day.' 

Sriram: 'Yes, I wi/1 

s m/f 

mood 

do so.' 

rsesidue 

(ibid: 43-44) 

Bharati has instructed sri ram to come to the door ofBapuji 's 

·cottage and wait for her at 3.00 a.m. on a particular day so that 

she will take him to Gandhi. But as Bharti is not found at time of 

his entry, he peeps into the cottage and sees her sitting there to his 

surprise . She asks him to come in and Gandhiji begins the 
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conversation amidst his busy activities. In Turn 1 he welcomes 

Sriram cordially. The interrogative speech act and the modal 

operator 'should' used in 'Why should you be standing there?' 

indicate that there is no reoson for sriram to stand outside, since 

there is no need of formality and hence he ought to enter the 

cottage without hesitation. This is reinforced in the immediately 

succeeding utterance in the model operator 'could' followed by 

'have' as in 'could have come' which means that it was possible 

for Sriram to come straight in without waiting for permission of 

Bharati. Besides the ellipsis of t~e 'mood' and the repetition of 
the 'residue' 'come in' in the very beginning itself add to the 

friendly tone of Gandhiji . The m,ood elements used by him in his 

very first utterance addressed to Sriram who is in fact a stranger 

for him create an amiable atmosphere and textually project his 
affectionate fatherly nature and cordial relationship with him. 

This kind of warm welcome accorded by Gandhiji encourages 
Sriram to speak frankly. He replies that he has waited outside 

since Bharati has asked him to do so. In Turn 2 Gandhiji refers 
to Bharati's discussion with him about Sriram. The use of the 

model adjunct 'just' stresses the fact that he has been the topic of 
their discussion at the time of his arriival and he need not feel 

disappointed that Bharati has not waited for him outside the 
cottage. Moreover, the absence of the mood elements 'You will' 
and the repetition of the residual elements 'sit and come' used by 
Gandhiji make Sriram feel more at home. Besides Gandhiji's use 

of the vocative 'young man' which also forms part of an 

interpersonal c.omponent, makes him feel so free and confideqt 

that he moves briskly and sits on the floor near Mahatmaji. It also 
implies that Gandhiji has rightly recognised his real personality 

that he is a young man' though he behaves and is treated by others 
like a 'kid'or 'urchin' or 'mongol' and it is Gandhiji who has 
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initiated/infused/blessed Sri ram's idea of self development. In 

Turn 3 , Gandhiji starts talking about his activities as if Sriram 

is Known to him very cosely and suggests politely to him to take 

vow to wear only cloth spun by himself as in 'I would very much'. 

The use of the model adjunct 'generally'and 'very much' focuses 

on his routine day- to-day activites and intensity of his sincerity 

in his suggestion/willingness respectively.Sriram also formally/ 

humbly expresses his willingness to spin his cloth as perceivable 

in his answer with the model operator 'will' in'Yes, I will do so' 

instead of a b.rief answer like'Yes' or nonverbal signal like 

nodding. Thus the interpersonal fuction realised in the mood 

elements in t~e above conversation itself presents a friendly 

meeting 'between Gandhiji also present the latter's polite way of 

suggestions and instructions which are discernible textually at 

the clause as exchange level itself. (ibid :86) 

Similarly, sri ram's sincere behaviour with Gandhiji is 

reflected in 'Please take your seat, Bapuji '(ibid:61) wherein the 

model adjuct 'Please' and the vocative with honorficmarker 'ji' 

in 'Bapuji' express his politeness and respect to Gandhiji in the 

interpersonal function of language itself. 

1.1.3. Sriram and Jagdisb 

The following is the conversation that takes place between 

Sriram and Jagadish for the first time given without reporting 

parts: 

3) Turn 1 

Jagadish: 'You are Sriram?' 

s f 

mood residue 
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Sriram : 'Yes· 

Turn 2 

Jagadish: 'I am Jagadish. 

s f 

I used to know Bharati also. 

s rnlf 

mood residue 

We are all 

s f s 
mood 

mood residue 

doing more or less the same work' 

-r------------
residue 

Sriram : 'Where, where is she?' 

f s 

mood residue 

Turn 3 

Jagadish: 'In detention ... We don't know where, but one 

s f n ---- -------
Resi- Mood -due 

of our boys met her 

s did meet 

f Pred -------
mood 

just before 

residue 

She surrendered herself to the police.' 

s did surrender 
__ ..;;f"'" _fred __________ _ 

mood resi- -due 
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Sriram: 'Where is this man?' 

f s 

residue mood 

Turn 4 

Jagadish : 'He too has surrendered to the police : before that 

s rna F 

mood 

he came and saw me. ' 

s did come 

f pred 
---''---- - - - - -

mood residue 

residue 

Sriram: 'Are you 

f s 

going to court imprisonment?' 

mood residue 

Turn 5 

Jagadish: • No I have other things to.. do. 

s f 

mood 

come here.' 

resudue 

That is 

s f 

mood 

Sriram: Ito I d Bhprati not to be fool ... ' 

\ 

s did tell 

f Pred 

mood residue 

why/ have 

residue 
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Turn 6 

Jagdish: Don't say that. In this matter we allj u d g e and act 

f n s do judge 
_________ !__E!ed __ _ 

mood residue mood resi-

individually. Those who cannot follow Mahatmaji 's orders are 

s 
due 

free to act as they think best. _________ _._ 

residue 

Sriram: 'How right you are' 

residue 

s f 

mood 

f 

mood 

(ibid: 96) 

Jagadish comes to the temple for the first time where Sriram 
has been staying and indeed it is Sriram who must ask about the 

stranger, but Jagadish begins the conversation in Turn l, for 
which Sri ram answers very briefly, since he is in a confused· 

mood. The declarative 'You are Sriram?' is indeed an Yes/No 
interrogative in function, which implies at the interpersonal level 

that Jagadish's appearance is deceptive, as his speech itself is! 

In Turn 2, Jagadish introduces himself straightaway, refers to his 

knowing Bharati in the past with the help of a semi-modal 'used 

to' and focuses on his similarity/familarity with her by using the 

subject 'we all' which refers to himself and Bharati. When Sri ram 
hears the name of Bharati he becomes excitied and his response 

is spontaneous. It is noticeable clearly in his reference to her and 
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the repetition of the interrogative word where' and in the marked 

contrast between his earlier. reply and the present excited one . It 

also shows that Sriram is not interested in knowing anything 

about Jagadish, since he does not ask anything about him and 

rather desparately tries to know about Bharati only. But Jagadish 

fails to provide new information about Bharati to him in Turn 3. 

The use of the subject' we' to refer to his disciples and himself a·od 

'boy' to his follower displays his proudness as a leader. Sriram 

enquires about that mao who has met Bharati, for he is very much 

• concerned about he~ and the use of the subject 'mao, by him to 

refer to the 'boy' of Jagadish brings out his inferior status 

uoconsiously expre~sed by himself. In Turn 4' he asks if jagadish 

will also court arrest using: Yes/No interrogative', for which 

Jagadisb replies negatively and adds his preoccupation with other 
things. Sriram is very happy to know about his decision and 

condemns the act ofBharati 's courting arrest as foolish. Jagadish, 

in Turn 6, orders/commands Sri ram not to say that, employing a 

temporal operator' do' and the negative polarity' n' t' and talks 

about the freedom of individuals to do what they like. The use of 

the subject 'We' which includes Sri ram also, his stress on 

individuality and his support for those who are capable offollowing 

Gandhi's footprints with the help of the model operator'cao'and 
the negative polarity 'not' impress Sriram very much that he is 

fascinated by Jagadish fully. His appreciation for him is explicity 

expressed in Turn 6 with the help of an exclamatory speech act. 

Thus the above analysis shows that the way in which Jagadisb 

speaks creates an impression ioterpersonally.that he is a man of 

high stature and is a dominating type, for he commands Sriram i~ 
his very first meeting itself. His business-like nature is also 

reflected in his speech. Moreover, be appears to exploit the 
weakness of Sriram, i.e .. his concern for Bharati. He begins as if 
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he knows many things about Bharati, but does not provide any 

new information about her and convinces Sriram about his 

(Jagadish 's) greatness in the very first meeting itself. His 

dominating, exploitative and business-like nature becomes explicit 

in the succeeding events narrated (ibid: 96-115). Moreover, he 

treats Sriram as his servent. It is reflected in the language he uses 

with Sri ram. He uses orders/commands, establishes his supremacy 

very proudly and speaks persuasively as in (ibid: 103 and 108 )and 

exploits Sri ram to the maximum extent possible who does whatever 

Jagadish says with the hope that his activ_ities will enable him to 
meet Bharati. This is very much discernible in the conversations 

of Jagadish and Sri ram and the interpers,onal fuction of language 
brings out their master-servant relationship clearly at the textual 

level itself. 

1.1.4 Sriram and Grandmother 

The conversations between Sri ram and Grandmother bring 
out their fundamental characteristics: his reckless, argumentative 

speech and her authoritative behaviour respectvely in the clause 
complexes as message level itself. In the brief conversation that 

places between them for the first time: 

4) Grand- 'Do you know what star II will be tomorrow ? ' 

mother: f s 
mood 

Sriram: 'No. How 

residue 

residue 

should I?' 

mlf s 
mood 

. (ibid:2) 
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Granny asks if Sri ram knows what star it will be the next day 

using an 'Yes-No interrogative' speech act, but Sriram's answer 

consisting of' No' showing negative polarity and 'How + model 

should' displays that Sri ram does not know even his birth day star 

and wants to show that he is angry that Granny expects him to 

know it . In the/following conversation 

5) Grand- 'Why don't you go and mix with others of your age?· 

mother f n s 

Re- Mood -sidue 

Sriram: '/ am· quite happy where I am 

s f s f 

Mood residue Mood 

(ibid: 3) 

Grandmother's suggestion in terms of an interrogative speech 

act and the negative polarity ·not' that it is necessary for him to 

have friends of his own age is bluntly refused by him and his 

answer implies that she need not suggest anything to him. In the 

conversation given below. 

6) Turn 1: 

Sriram: 'You look like a baby, Granny' 

s. do look 

f pred voc __ ....; _________ _ 
mo- residue -od 

Grand- : 'Hush! Don't talk aloud, others may hear.' 

mother f n 

mood residue 
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Turn 2: 
Sriram: 'Hear what?' 

residue 
Grand-: 'Whatever it may be. ' 

___ s m/f 

resi- mood -due 

R. Arunachalam 

(ibid : 5) 

When Sriram comments exclaiming on her appearance, she 

orders him not to speak aloud using the temporal operator 'do' 

negative polarity 'not' and replies sharply when he raises a doubt 
re.garding the basic premise 'Hear what?'. The \lse of the modal 

operator ·may' stresses the possibility of any matter being heard 
and spread by others and hence Sriram must keep them secret. 
Moreover, the use of the vocative 'Granny' by Sriram focuses on 
his affectionate relationship with her. In this way almost all the 

conversations between Sriram and his grandmother bring out 
interpersonally their ward-guardian relationship by way of how 
she tries to influence him land how he argues with her to escape 
from her clutches. 

1.2. Conclusion 

The foregoing discussion has demonstrated that the systemic 
grammar ofHalliday ( 1985) provides an objective linguistic basis 

for interpreting a written literary narrative text. The critical 

analysis of the clause complexes as exchange of the narrative WM 

has brought out objectively and systematically the relationships 

between the various characters in their interactions in terms of 

the interpersonal function of language itself, thus concretising 

the literary phenomena with the exploitation of the linguistic 

sources of the narrative text. Moreover the study of clause 
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complexes as message and representation based on the textual 

and the ideational functions of language respectively at the 

structural level and cehesion at the non-structural level 

substantiates and reiterates the above basic personality traits and 
intricate relationships of the characters textually linguistically 

(Arunachalam, 1992:401-448 and47l-515). 

Note 

This paper is adopted from my unpubliibed Ph.D. Thesis entitled Rhetoric 

in English and Tamil; A Contraspve Study (1992: 455-471) Written 

under the supervision of Prof. C. Rama Rao. 
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NEG-AGREEMENT IN I 
TELUGU CHILDERN'S SPEECH 

V. Sailaja I 
Osmania Uiversity 

Abstract: The present reseacch threw hight on the development of 

agreement in the negative constructions in Telugu Children's earily 

syntax. This was an experimental study, which consisted of 45 

childern of age 2;0-5;0. This study showed a developmental pattern 

in the acquisition of verbal negative with PNG inflection. 

Introduction 

The acquisition of negation in English has been widely 
studied (e.g. Klima & Bellugi 1966, Bloom 1970, Me Neil 1970) 

Klima and Bellugi ( 1966) reported three stages in the development 
of syntactic negation in childern belonging to the age group of 2 

to 3 years. It has been reported that in the first stage, negatives 
appear external to the sentence i.e., NEG+S e.g. 'no sit there'., in 

the second stage negatives appear within the sentence, e.g. 'he no 
bite you,' and in the third stage the negative sentences of the 

child's speech resemble the transformationally derived negative 
sentence of the adult model, e.g. 'paul can't have one'. Slobin 

(1966) reported an identical picture of negation in Russian 

Children's speech. 
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Phinney (1981) in her study On the childern's interpretation 

of negation in complex sentences, examined negation in English 

complex sentences with factitive matrix verbs. She used certain 

pairs of sentences to elicit negation in her pilot study and asked 

the children to pick up the right ones. Later in her study she gave 

a few negative sentences based on a short story. Her study showed 
that the acquistion of a system for interpreting negation in 

complex sentences is not totally dependent on any one factor, but 

it is a coordination of structural and semantic factors·. She 

concluded that the matrix negatives proved easier to. interpret 
than embedded negation. 

Usha Devi (1981) in her doctoral work studred Telugu 
negatives as (i) lexical (ii) inflectional (iii) semantic. She could 

see a developmental patter11 in the children's speech, who were in 
the age range of 2;6 to 5;0. It was mentioned that acquistion of 
lexical negation was easier to inflectional. However inflectional 
negative sentences which were short and simple proved to be 
easier than longer and complex sentences. Semantic negatives in 
her study were very difficult for imitation even to older age group 
children. For example, 

---- Tiicar aDigitee neenu ceppaka maananu 

teacher ask if I tell neg will not 

---- 'If teacher asks I will not keep quite' 

Some of the Children of the older age group repeated this 
sentence by reducing it to single negative marking, that was as the 
following. 

---- Tiicar aDigitee neenu cepparaadu 

tell not 
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Nirmala (1981) observed in her doctoral work on First 

Language ( Telugu ) devel<?pment : A short descriptive study, 

a developmental order in the lexical negatives i.e., rejection 

/voddu/, non existential /leedu/, denial lkaadu/ in that order. The 

same was Observed by Lakshmi Bai ( 1984) regarding negatives in 

the speech of two bilingual children of Tamil andTelugu. Lakshmi 

Bai(1986) studied the development of the semantic categories of 

negation and formal aspects of negative utterances in the speech 

of two Tamil and Telugu bilingual chitdren. she observed that 

the negative imperatives were the fi~st among the negative verbs. 

She noticed three. stages in the development of negation in her 

study, Stage, 1. Rejection, Stage II, The negator attached to an 

affirmative sentence, Stage Ip. Intrasentential negation, 

Telugu, a Dravidian language and a verb final language 

shows agreement between Subject and Verb. It exhibits two 

different agreement patterns in affirmative sentences and in 

sentences with verbal negatives. In Telugu negative agrees wifh 

the Subject i.e .. it is conjugated like a verb wit b. regard to persop 
number gender markers, in Existential sentences, in sentences of 

habitual future and in Capabilitative sentences. 

e.g. 

neenu inTLoo lee nu 

I in houses not lp.sq. 'I am not at home' 

waaDu inTLoo lee Du 
he not Illp._sg.m.' he is not at home' 

neenu pustakam cadawanu 

I book read not lp.sg. 

I do not read the book 
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waaDu 

he 

pustakam cadawaDu 

read not Illp.sg.m. 

V.Sailaja 

·he does not read the book' 

-- neenu Pustakam cadawa lee nu 

read not able Ip.sg 

·I cannot read the book' 

waaDu pustakam cadawa lee Du 

read not able Illp.sg.m. 

·he cannot read the book' 

The other type of negative does not show agreement with the 

Subject and it remains in third person neuter singular. 

e.g. 

AIM 

neenu pustakam 

I book 

cadawa lee du 

read not III p.sg.n. 

I did not read the book 

waaDu Pustakam cadawa lee du 

he book read not Illp. sg.n. 

he did not read the book 

The present research threw light on the development of 

agreement in the negative constructions of the types mentioned 

above in Telugu children 's early syntax. 

METHODOLGY. 

TO study the present topic 45 Telugu childern of age 2:0 to 

5:0 were selected. They were grouped into three groups with one 
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year interval between the groups. Each group consisted of 15 

children. 

To explore the agreement in negative coRstrutions three 
types of negative constructions were chosen. They were the types 

of the following 

Ia. Lexical negatives: denial 

e.g. neenu Tiicar kaa du 

I teacher not Illp.sg.n. 

I am not a teacher 

1 b. Lexical negative : Not to become 

e.g. neenu Tiicarni kaa nu 
not-Ip.sg. 

I don't become a teacher 

lb type has another reading,that is, I am not a teacher 

2a. Inflectional negative, where the matrix verb carries negative 

marker with agreement. 

e.g. neenu pustakam cadawa nu 
read-not-Ip.sg. 

I don't read the book 

2b. Verbal negative without agreement with Subject. 

e.g. neenu pustakam cadawa lee du 

I read not Illp.sg.n. 

I did not read the book 

2c. Verbal negative with agreement, and of Capabilitative type. 
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e.g. neenu pustakam cadawa lee nu 

not able Ip.sg. 

I cannot read the book 

3. Verbal negative of Existential type. 

-- e.g. naaku amma leedu 

to me mother not Ilp.sg.f. 

I don't have mother 

naaku naana lee Du 

. father not Illp.sg.m. 

I don't have father 

V. Sailaja 

la & band 2a, b, and c types were of 6 sentences each and 

3 type was of 4 sentences . The test material consisted of Ip.sg. 
& pl.,IIp.sg., lllp.sg. m. & f.. lllp.pl. So that the development of 

PNG markings on verbal negative could be studied. 

Imitation task was the method used to study the present 

research. All the children were asked to imitate the target sen 
tences one after the other. Each target senctence was given only 

once to the child for imitation. If the child could imitate it fully, 
then, it was considered as 'Correct response,' if it was done in 

partial, then, it was considered as 'No response'. If the child's 
renderings were in neutral agreement as opposed to the agreement 

shown in the target sentence, then , they were· considered as 

Neutral agreement 
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ANALYSIS AND RESULTS. 

Table -1 

Type Age No.of Target Correct Neutral No 

(years) childern sentence response agreement response 

Ia 2-3 15 6 90- ---.. 
Ia 3-4 15 6 90 

Ia 4-5 15 6 90 ---
Ia 2-3 15 6 60 30 

lb 3-4 15 6 60 30 

lb 4-5 15 6 90 

Results of Lexical negatives 

Table-2 

----------------------
Type Age No.of Target correct Neutral No 

(years) Childern sentence response agreement response 

----------------------2a 2-3 15 6 30 60 

2a 3-4 15 6 30 60 

2a 4-5 15 6 60 

2b 2-3 15 6 90 

2b 3-4 15 6 90 

2b 4-5 15 6 90 

2c 2-3 15 6 60 30 

2c 3-4 15 6 30 60 

2c 4-5 15 6 60 30 

----------------------
Results of Inflectional negative. 
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Table 3 
~---------------------Type Age No.of Target correct Neutral No 

(years) Childem sentence response agreement response 

3 

3 

3 

2-3 

3-4 

4-5 

15 

15 

15 

4 

4 

4 

15 

30 

60 

Results of Non-existential negative. 

45 

30 

All the children of the study could repeat all the target 

sentences of 1 a typ~. As it was mentioned already I b has two 

readings in the language. (i) denial of the statement as Ia (ii) 

denial of the process. Thus this type gave different results. 2-3 

years group children repeated 60 in neutral agreement and 30 as 

no responses. It is worth metioning here that the no responses 

were of target sentence which were in plural inflection. The older 

age group I.e., 4-5 years subjects produced all the target sentences 

of the type 1 b correctly. It is clear from the table-1 that the 

children showed a developmental pattern with lb type 

negative. Table -2 would give the results of second type negatives 
based on different intlectional system. ' 2-3 age group children 

produced 30 instances in neutral agreement with 2a type and rest 

were considered as no responses. 3-4 group children could 

produce 30 correctly and 60 as no responses.4-5 age group 

children could repeat 60 correctly and 30 in neutral agreement. 

This group produced plural inflection in neuter singular 

agreement. The children of this study did not show any problem 

in repeating 2b type where verbal negative did not show agreement 

with Subject. The children of the present study did not show any 

problem with neutral agreement type in imitation and this was 
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apparent with the other negative types, where, the non-neutral 

agreement types were rendered in neutral agreement.2c 

typesentences were, as it was mentioned earlier, ofCapabilitative 

in this verbal negative expresses agreement with the Subject and 

, describes the ability of the Agent Which is an abstract notion. 

It is very clear from the structure of this (2c) type of sentence, that, 

it is syntactically and sematically more complex than the other 

types of negative sentences studied here. As it was expected this 

gave very interesting results. 2-3 group children produced 60 in 

ne~tral and 30 as no responses. Second group could do 3.0 

correctly and 60 in neutral agreement. 4-5 age group showed an 

i~provemnt by producing 60 correct and 30 in neutral agreeme~t. 

Table -3 would give the results of the negative type 3,which 

was of Existential. Each child was given 4 sentences of this type. 

Frist age group children renderd 15 correctly and 45 in neutral 

agreement. 3-4 group performed better than first by producing 30 

correctly and 30 in neutral agreement. The last agegroup children 

produced correctly all the target sentences. Here we could see the 

improvement in performance of the task with the age of the child. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The results of this study support Usha Devi's (1981) 

observation, that Telugu children could perform better with 

lexical negation over inflectional at early age. The difference 

between the two studies is the present study looked at the agreement 

pattern on verbal negative as opposed to neg marking alone. 

children of this study could do well with Ia type and 2b type 

constructions. Both the types did not show person Number Gender 

markings on the verb. 
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When we observe the other types of negative constructions, it 

clearly shows that, there is a development pattern in acquiring the 

negative constructions with its proper agreement system. We 

could see in this study that, the children could imitate the verbal 

negative in neutral agreement with no difficulty, as a .result they 

rendered target sentences in non-neutral agreement in neutral 

agreement. it is clearly shown in this study that, the agreement on 

verbal negative improved with the age. Always the childern of the 

older age group produced the correct agreement as it was given in 

the target sentence better than the other children of the study. It 

has been mentioned eariler that 2c type negative was difficult to 

repeat even to the 4-S year.s children. this could be attributed to 

its syntactic and sem~nUe-c'Omplexity. 

This study showed the following developmental pattern 
with regard to the agreement in negative constructions. 

1. Lexical negative in denial meaning with no agreement. 

2. Verbal negative with no agreement. 

3. Verbal negative with agreement. 

Within agreement feature complex i.e. PNG on verbal 
negative showed the following order based on correct responses. 

1. Hlp neuter singular 

2. Hlp feminine signular 

3. lip. Sg. 

4. Hlp. masculine signular 

s. lp. sg. 
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6. Ip. lp. 

7. III p. pl. 

This is a preliminary study to establish the agreement 

pattern in early syntax ofTelugu childern. It needs more number 

of target sentences to substantiate the findings of this study 
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in Telugu, Hindi-Urdu, English, German, 
French and Russian: A Grammatical 

Comparison' at the 22nd All India 



Dr D. Vasanta 

February 9-10 

October 13 

Dr A. Usha Rani 

February 9-10 

March 17-19 
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Conference of Dravidian Linguistics held 

at Thiruvananthapuram. 

Presented a joint paper coauthored with 

Sailaja on 'Word awareness and word 

formation : A study of Compound Noun 

produciion and segmentation by Telugu 

Children' at a National Seminar on Word 

Formation in Indian Languages organised 

by the Department of Liaguistics, 

Osmania University. 

Lecture given on Applied Phonetics: 

Teaching the Hearing Handicapped to 

the participants of the UGC Refresher 

Course in Linguistics organised by the 
CIEFL, Hyderabad. 

Presented a paper on 'Some Preliminary 
Analysis of Inflection and Derivation in 

Broca's Aphasia: a case study at National 

Seminar on Word formation in Indian 

Languages organised by Dept., of 

Linguistics, Osmania University. 

Presented a joint paper coauthorsed by 

J. Venkateswara Sastry 'vaco:gha:taka 

vyavahartalalo: nilicina padakramam' at 

National seminar on telugu bha:sa:sa:tra . 
dfukpatha:lu organised by Telugu 
University, Hyderabad. 
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July 7-28 Attended International Summer Institute 

in Syntax organised by Central Institute 

of English and Foreign Languages, 

Hyderabad. 

Mr K. Ramesb Kumar 

February 22-26 Participated in the 'National Workshop 

on Development of Thesaurus in Indian 

Languages' conducted under the joint 

auspices of Department of Linguistics, 

University of Kerala and the Central 

Institute of Indian Languages, Mysore. 

March 17-19 

June 23-25 

I Life Membership 

Presented a paper on 'ganja:m telugu lo: 

U!14u kriya: rupam oka tulana:tmaka 
parihlana' at National Seminar on • 

telugu bha:~a:Ja:stra d~kpatha:lu held 
at School of Language Development, 

Telugu University, Hyderabad. 

Presented a paper on •Interference of 

Oriya: ganjam telugu' at the 22nd All 
India Conference of Dravidian Lingui

stics, held at ISDL Complex, Trivandrum. 

Mr.B. Vijayanarayana became a life member of the Dravidian 
Linguistics Association of India. 

I New Research Projects under the· Research and Field Work' 

Programme of the Center of Advanced Study in Linguistic:&. 

1. Annotated Bibliography on Child Language Research 

based on Indian Language 
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Investigators:B. Lakshmi Bai and D.Vasanta 

2. Perspectives on quantity in Telugu: phonological 

Grammatical and semantic 

Investigator: K.Nagamma Reddy 

3. A Sociolinguistic Study of Telugu Speaking Community 

in Calcutta 

Investigator: K. Ramesh Kumar 

I NATIONAL SEMINAR 

February 9-10 The Centre of Advanced Study in 

Linguistics at Osmania University 

hosted a two-day national seminar on 

'Word Formation in Indian Languages'. 

The seminar director, Professor 

C. Ramarao welcomed the participants. 

The inaugural address was given by 

Professor Bh. Krishnamurti, former 

vice-chancellor of the University of 

Hyderabad. The keynote address -

·Reflections on Morphology and the 

Lexicon (with Apologies to Neo

Paninians)' -was delivered by Professor· 

Rajendra Singh, Universite de Montreal, 

Canada. Professor M. Gopal Reddy, 

Principal of the University College of 

Arts and Social Sciences, Osmania 

University, 'made the presidential 

remarks. The seminar secretary, 

Mr B. Vijayanarayana, proposed a vote 
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of thanks. During the paper-reading 

sessions, twenty two papers were read 

and discussed. At the valedictory session 

an excellent summing -up of the seminar 

proceedings was presented by Professor 

Aditi Mukherjee. 

I VISITING FELLOWS : 

February 2-15 

February 22 -
March 7 

September. 13 

Professor Rajendra Singh, Department 

Of Linguistics and Philology, University 

. of Montreal, Canada delivered a series of 

lectures on 'Phonology, Morphology and 
Sociolinguistics'. 

Professor P.S. Subrahmanyam, 
Department of Linguistics (Centre of 
Advanced Study), Annamalai University, 
Annamalainagar gave a series oflectures 

on various aspects of Dravidian Studies, 
Historical Linguistics and Paninian 
Linguistics. 

Dr Veena Dwivedi, Mcgnill Universityl 
Canada gave a talk on 'Discourse Adjucts 
in Hindi' 

I Reports of the Research Projects 
Tbe Intonation Sy1tem of Telugu 

Investigator: I. Venkateswara Sastry 

(The investigator is currently working on this topic as a 
UGC National Fellow in Linguistics since October 1993. He will 
continue to work on fellowship till September 1995). 

Stress and the Syllable are aspects which have been discussed 
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by many scholars in the study of language for a long time. Word 

stress, which is accepted as a suprasegmental feature common to 

many languages, is a language specific phenomenon. It has been 

noted by many phoneticians that variations in the use of stress 

cause different langauages to have different rhythms. Ladefoged 

(1975: 222) states that because of phrase final syllables having a 

different stress and others sharing the featllre of equal stress, 

French utternaces give the impression of evenness in rhythm. 

The general understanding of prosody has emerged clearly with 

the.devlopment of metrical theory. Prosody is the organisation~} 

framework that measures off chunks of speech into countable 

co.nstituents of various sizes. Native speakers are aware of t~e 

constituents mentioned here in. A detailed study of stress and 

syllable structure in different dialects ofTelugu has been made in 

order to bring out the factors whieh make them so different and 

difficult to understand one another. As O'Connor ( 1973) observes, 

rhythm in stress-timed languages is based on stressed syllable. 

Telugu being a syllable-timed language, falls in a different group. 

Present study indicates that the Telugu dialects have different 

tendencies in preferring the stress placement and syllabic division. 

The prosody of connected speech is analysed and described 

in terms of the variation of prosodic features, mainly length, 

loudness and pitch. Vowel length depends to a considerable 

extent on the rhythm of the sentence. Vowel length is a factor in 

dialect classification ofTelugu speakers. Loudness is the feature 

which the speakers are able to physically control. Variations 

which take place in the pitch of the voice in connected speech 

constitutes intonation. 'Intonation is the salt of an utterance. 

Without it a statement can often be understood, but the message 

is tasteless, colourless. Incorrect uses of it can lead to embarassin1'! 

ambiguities'. (Pierre Delattre 1972) 
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A brief survey across the Telugu language speaking 

community proves the above observation. Most of the language 

users are able to understand the message only partially and of 

course there were instances where the message is totally 

misinterpreted. The message selected was generally from AIR 

news bulletins. Intonation involves the occurrence of recurring 

pitch patterns, each of which is used with a set of relatively 

consistent meanings, either in single words or in groups of words 
·of varying length. The present study aims at bringing out a 

detailed analysis. The int_onation patterns are used to recognize 
the limits of the chunks and also to identify the position of high 

information words which, stand out by pitch and stress (Waterson 
1984). This knowledge not only helps us in langauge acquisition 

studies, but also in the stlldies of disordered speech. Intonation 
in language have meanings which are superposed on the dictionary 

meanings of the words uttered. This in other words leads us to a 
study of mental lexicon. 

This being a tentative and brief report on the present state 
of my project, I present the following outline on which the work 
is being carried out. 

1. Forms of Intonation: Besides being able to fix up the 
intonation group, a study of pauses in speech is also 
attempted. As Daniel Jones ( 1962 : 2 7 4) observes these 

pauses may be made for two different reasons, viz.,(i) for 
the purpose of taking breathe and (ii) for the purpose of 

making the meaning of the words clear. The first type is 
known as breathe group and the second as sense group. 

This division in general is language specific. But 
surprisingly, from the data it is observed that in Telugu 

speech the pauses take place at different points of the 
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utterance in different dialects. Thus pauses also contribute 

towards the dialect classification. 

2. Functions of Intonation: The study restricts itself to only 

two types which deal with (i) new/old information and (ii) 

contrast/insistence si tua lion. 

3. Comparative Intonation : Yes-No question types of 

intonation are being analysed. Simultaneously the 

imperatives and exclamation modes of intonation are 

studied. The normal speech and that mixed with irony, is 

also examined. 

4. lt is also proposed to make a study of the difference between 

the production and perception of intonation. The role of 

punctuations, gestures, emotional feelings of the speakers 

are being subjected to critical analysis. 

Towards the last part of this project work, it is proposed to 

analyse the intimate relationship between Intonation and music, 

if one such (really) exists. 

Materials used : 

(I) Radio news bulletins and other programmes -Cassette 

recordings. 

(2) Video films of Telugu (a minimum of two or three) 

(3) Personal recordings of political speeches (during recent 

electioneering) 

Places visited : 

1. Vijayawada, Guntur (coastal dialect) 

Godavari Districts (coastal and Kalinga dialect) 

2. Khammam (Telangana dialect mixed with coastal) 
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Warangal, Mahaboobnagar (Telangana dialect) 

3. Visakhapatnam (North Andhra or Kalinga dialect) 

4. Tirupati (Rayalaseema dialect), Cudappp~h, Kurnool 

and Nellore (a mixture of coastal and Rayalaseema 

dialects) 

5. Bangalore (non-Telug-u speaking area) 

Madras (Telugu influenced by Tamil language) 

(The following projects are the pre-final reports of the 

research projects carried out by the faculty members of the 

Department). 

I Telugu Proficiency Among Telugu Children- A 
Sociolinguistic Persective. 

Investigator : V. Swarajya Lakshmi 

There are regional and social variations in Telugu. The 
language used in Telugu Text books of children is based upon the 
dialect spoken by the educated class of central coastal districts of 
Andhra Pradesh. In this situation, children speaking other dialects 

of Telugu at home tend to find some difference in the language 
used in Text books. This creates a gap for the children to learn 
the language of text books. For this reason, this project aims to 
study phonological features, morphological and syntactic features 
of the children studying in Hyderabad belonging to two different 
socio-economic groups. Their features are in turn compared with 
the standard language and variations are analysed in order to find 
out the nature of the gap that exists between the native dialect of 
the children and the text book language. Data was collected by 
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Ms. C Srividya, a research scholar by making several trips to 

schools. 

A sample of 100 students studying 4th class were taken 

choosing 50 from each socio-economic group. Group-I represents 

the children of parents ; who are only daily wage earners and are 

not educated. The parents of Group-II earn stable income and are 

educated and are able to devote some attention to their children. 

Till now, some phonological features such as aspiration, variation 

in sibilants, the variation in the occurrence of retroflex nasals and 

laterals are observed. Morphophonemic changes such as the 

process of retroflexion, vowel harmony in plural formation are 

also studied. 

Methodology :In order to study the phonological features a 

list of words which are very common in usage was prepared. A 

sample of 50 students of Group-I were asked to read the items in 

it one after the other and recorded the same on tape. 

Observations :Following are the observations : 

1. Substitution of s and s for s of standard variety. 

s 

s 
s 

Range of percentage of substitution 

before u/o elsewhere 

27- 32 58- 70 

68- 100 20- 42 

3 

This variation can be explained in terms of acoustic phonetics. 

The acoustic energy for Telugu fricative S spreads from 2,500 Hz 

upto 8,000 Hz. 
I 

The quality ofTelugu fricativeS may vary towards higher 
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friction and towards lower friction. If friction for Sis higher than 

3,500 Hz fricative ~ may. acquire the quality of fricative S. If 

friction drops below 2000 Hz fricative S will acquire the quality 

of S. Hence both S and S are found in this dialect for S. . . 
2. Substitution of n, I for N, L : The percentage of non 

retroflex n, I ranges between 85 to 100. 

3. Substitution of non aspirated plosives for the aspirated: 

The percent_age ofunaspirated ranges between 86-100 

whereas aspirated shows the range between 3-14. At 

the outset it looks as if there is a wide gap between the 

dialect in question and the one used in the text book. 

But from communication point ofview, these differences 

are not of much importance. These phonological features 

are not of much studied in Group-11 also. 

II. Morpho phonemic changes like lu > Lu, vowel harmony 

in plural formation were also observed. A list of common singular 

nouns is prepared and plural forms were elicited from students 

choosing 10 from each. The observations are given in the 

following table. 

Stems ending in - li/lu 

-nnu 

-ru 

-Di/du 

-NDu/NDi 

Group-1 

8.6 

4 

Group-II 

78 

66 

Table showing percentage of responses with retroflex lateral L. 
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The lesser percentage of the process of retroflexion in plural 

formation can be explained as follows. It was found out that the 

addition of -lu is the simplest one without any change either in 

the singular noun stem or in the plural suffix. Dropping of final 

u (including the u ;which is from original -i) is an important 

strategy in order to have either partial assimilation, lateralization 

or retroflexion in plurals. 

e.g. a. paNDu + lu PaNDlu fruits (partial assimilation) 

Sing Plu 

Pallu (lateral ization) 

PaLLu (retroflexion) 

b) tammuDu + lu - tammullu younger brothers 

(lateralization) 

tammuLLu , (retroflexion) 

c) guDi + lu - guDulu temples (Vowel harmony) 

gullu 

guLLu 

(lateral ization) 

(retroflexion) 

The loss of final -u triggers morphophonemic changes. In 

the case of stems ending in -i children have to acquire another 

;rule by which i>u before /-lu/ which in turn is lost before the 

processes like partial assimilation, lateralzation and retroflexion 

take place. This is ;another dimension of complexity which a 

child has to pass through in order to acquire the target plural form 

;with retroflexion. Stems ending ;in NDi, NDu show highest 

percentage of partial assimilation in two groups resultiing in the 

forms like paNDiu 'fruits', baNDlu 'carts' as this happens to be 
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widely prevalent in Telangana region. In the light of the above 

discussion it can be concluded that the mastery of retroflexion in 

pluralization which is the target form in standard dialect involves 

too many complelxities. The above table shows that the second 

language is in a better position compared to group-1. It means 

that conscious effort is required both from the child as well as the 

instructor to learn the target form. Similarly the vowel harmony 

process in pluralization is studied. Since vowel harmony is not 

an innate phonological process, it is to be acquired with conscious 

effort. In this study, it is obs~rved that ;children simply lengthened 

the final/-i/ instead of making it /-u/ before /-lu/. Only in items 

in which it is a pre-requis,ite to acquire the target form, higher 

percentage of vowel harmony is found. In tri and tetra syllabic 

words the percentage of vowel harmony is high. The observations 
are tabulated in the following table : 

Group-I Group-11 

Disyllable words - Category I* 35 40 

Disyllable words - Category II 16 37 

Trisyllable words 72.5 72.5 

Tetra syllable words 80 80 

These are some of the areas explored and analysed where 

variation is found between the dialect in question and standard 

forms used in text books. Still morphological and syntactic 
variations are to be studied. 

*Disyllable words in which vowel harmony is a prerequisite 
to acquire the target plural form. 
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Ill 

I Farewell to Professor C. Ramarao on his Superann,uat.io• 

Prof. C. Ramarao, popularly . known to many people as 

'chera" (Cekuri Ramarao), on his superannuation was accorded 

a farewell by the teaching staff and students of Department of 

Linguistics on 30th September 1994 in the ICSSR Ha.ll. Faculty 

members from other departments of Osmania Univer~~,ty Coll~ge 

of Arts & Social Sciences also participated in the fuoc~ion. Prof. 

Ramarao's students and colleasues from ClEF~. University of 
Hyderabad and Telugu University were present. 

Prot. S.K. Verma, Vice Chancellor, C~ntral .Institute of 

English and Foreign Languages, Hyderabad, deli;vereda ~ecturc 

on 'Teaching of Linguistics at Osmania' at 10.00 a.m. to coincide 
with superannuation of Prof. C. Ramarao who retired on the same 
day. Prof. Bh. Krishnamurti, Ex. Vice Chancellor, University of· 
Hyderabad, was the Chief Guest. Prof. M. Gopal Reddy, Principal, 
University College of Arts and Social Sciences, Osmania 
University, presided over ;the function. The lecture was followed 
by tea and felicitations to Prof. C. Ramarao. 

Dr Ramarao on his return from Wisconsin, Maddison, 

Cornell University of USA joined in the Department in February 
1969 as a Lecturer. From July 1972 to September 1973 be worked 
as Reader in Linguistics at the Delhi University and came back 
to the parent organisation in Octolier 1973. In 1971 November be 

was elevated to the position as Professor of Linguistics. In July 
1987 - on an invitation from Telugu University, be went on 

deputation as Profes~or and Dean of School of Language 
Development, Telugu University. He is responsible for many of 

the Developmental works undertaken by the Telugu University. 
Dr Ramarao came back to Osmania University in June 1990 and 
rendered his services as Dean, Faculty of Arts, Osmania University 
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from September 1990 till July 1992. 

In his long span of academic career Pro( Ramarao has been 
a fiield worker, a res~arch fellow, an instructor, a lecturer a rare 

recognition given to eminent academics by the UGC. The 
participants presented at the farewell wished him a very happy 
peaceful and healthy retired life and active academic endeavours. 
It was expressed by one and all that the vibrant and mind and heart 
beneath the deceptively grey top will remain green and supple for 
many more years to come. 

Prof. C. Ramarao thanked the organisers and wished the 
Department a great success in future. 

----···· ·-----
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I 
Telugu and English Wordfinder: A Two-Way Bilingual · 

Dictionary. 

Investigator/Compiler: B. Vijayanarayana. 

This ongoing project, as its ultimate goal, aims at bringing 

out a general-purpose bilingual dictionary ofTelugu and English, 

keeping the needs of both Telugu-users whose first/workin1 

language is English and English-users whose first/workin1 

language is Telugu. Meanings, definitions, explan,tions an4 

examples that are going into the entry articles of this dictionar: 

will have their basis, primarily, on the ongoing citation fil, 

representing contempcrary written sources. Here are some sampl 

citations: 

:>~d:SJo 

:>~d:SJo 

~0~~ 
11-12-1994 

.;).;-se~ ~oi:Sw ~;;s :>~d:SJo C::SS(,-ac:i.:>. ( ~- 2) 

S'. f,J". ~~ S'(il":lS'OJ 

;;:J>;:,o - ~~ ( ~oS') 

1973 

o:mgo z....S'w ~":J..)J~":J_yc ~1\~oc::s~. ~~o~~ :>~d:SJo 

~ot~oc::s~. -if~~ .:sP~o ::,e;~!{~~oc::" ;;,e~®c:!~ 
~!J'~. (~. 71) 



~OWJ 

~ 6-20, 1994 

e50~$ 

10-12-1994 

e5o~s 

10-12-1994 

1ijOWJ 
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e::l 21- s ~. 1994 

::l£S~~iSon" 

£5~~~ 5'e:3"" ::le::Jd:S:>~ot1o S"~Go &oil~~. 
(~. 61) 

1ijOWJ 

~21-5~,1994 

~~~ ::l£S~~iSon" ;-,6~~00. ( ~· 48) 



~. e,re. oe.m, ~ 'i" :o~o.;l 
;s>~o - ~~ ( ~o~) 

1973 

:t2::l~;:$oli:SOll" 

"J~;;,, ..::Sol6,):0~~ OXwo ~6eJ<moO" ejq> ... 

"J~;;,, ..:io~~51i:SeJo !J.:,o..:> :t2::l~;:$Qijoli" ~~ ~oO" -

(~. 185) • 

~o~· 

!.:> 6-20,·1994· 

:>~~;:so~~ 

dog 

.._ 

P.J"~~~ -.::so~~ ~~Qij:t2::l~;:so~~~~ 

~ruf\oe ... ( ~· s) 

The Hindu 

Nov 18, 1994 

Problems, confusion @& Rajasthan Cong. (p. 9) 

BBCED 

1992 

lingua franca 

In the second half of the twentieth century English 

has emerged as the lingua franca of trade, 
commerce ·and comunications. (p. ix) 



lingua franca 

Sociolinguistics: 

P. Trudgill 

1974 

l16 

A further solution has sometimes been advocated for 

problems of multilingualism - that an artificial 

language such as Esperanto should be adopted as a 
lingua franca. (p. 148) 

To Sir with Love 

E.R. Braithwaite 

1959 

success 

All the rest of the staff, myself included, will always be 
ready to help and advise if need be, but success or failure 
with them will depend entirely on you. (p. 31) 

The Stars Shine Down 

S. Sheldon 

1992 

success 

I mean ... you didn't fall off a hay wagon and become a 
success. (p. 16) 
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victory-

The Serpent and the Rope 

Raja Rao 

1960, 1968 

... and after returning to Ayodhya the capital, in the 

splendour ofbanners, victory-pillars, music and worship, 

... (p. 184) 

The following are some draft entries: 

Telugu-Englisb section: 

e;,~~eoi:S:> v follow; accompany: lliiO~~~ ~ .J!:O-~! ~~.,- ;;,o 

e;,aK~~OJ ~~ e;,;;s.:,~~~ in India wherever I go my 

bodyguards follow/accompany me t (fig) ~ .:sr ~e) 
e;,~e:r"~!l~ e;,;;s.:,~e~~ we follow in our elders' footsteps 

:l23d:S:>o n :l23~0J victory; triumph; conquest; success: e;,~c1.';5 

~~~ot? ~ :>~~~ :,.¢01:1'~/;:,.oa>~ he achieved/ 

gained a great victory over.his opponents+ ~0 ;,-g cl"~ 
=>=d:S:>o that is their moral victory + l!iiO ~~""l? ~~~ 

:l23d:S:>o it is a triumph of man over nature + ~~~~ 

e;,~o~o £:?:0~ :>~~().)Alexander's military conquests in 

Asia t !>J {?o':S,)~~:O !>J :l~~o ;;,oe \?'i'O:.,o.::sc:51\o0 your 

success iil your endeavours is very commendable + (cpd) 

:l23~~:::fr'NOthe frenzied laughter of triumph + :l~d:b~ 

JX~cfu:>to hoist the flag of victory + !> :>~~~ ~. 
I have heardyourswx:essstory + :>~o':S,)l:S.:lo~f)~I\O.:S.,to beat 
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the drum of victory. + · ~~® ~~ :0d J;5Jd'S" ;5J to choose the 

path of success • ~~®~of,J'o a pillar ofvictory 

~~®.:Soi5o n success: ~.;s.x, e o:l"WS":0d ~~~.:Soi5o ~.;sx, we made 

that play a success 

~~®.:SOi5~ adv succes~y; victoriously: e:~~ ~;:;;0;0 :>~Oil~ 

~~ ~~ he co~pleted his mission successfully • ~~ 
amg~~ ;5Joeo ~~®.:Soi50IT' oM ~J~ they returned 

victoriously from the battlefield 

:>E:l®.:So~;;:i adj successful: e:~5"~ :>~®.:5~;;5 (,?~do that was a 

successful attempt 

~ow;;;~ (also ~OWI?J~) v dog; chase after; be after; \[\"~~OJ 5"orie:> 

~ow~~ the villagers dogged the thieves • ..J"~ ~~ow 

~~·they chased after us • Ol;;;.)t3 ;5Joeo ;5J~.S e ;;;;J~ow~ 

from now on you 'be after that job 

~owt:~~ v see ~ow~~ 

~oo-~J v chase; haunt: ~o~o ~oS';:) "!lot:J"c:!oO S";:) 0";:)~ 

~t.tsS'~~~oO the lion chased the deer but could not catch it+ 

(fig} ~ ~~ e:s5' ~OJ ~d ~ot:J"~~~ these horrid 

thoughts are haunting me • (fig} e:~i5~ ~ OjOS" ~ot:J"~~ 

6o0 the bad luck is still haunting him 

~otl<!~ v ·follow; go after; pursue; accompany: e:s e:~~~~:0 

~i?J~don't followthatgirl+ ;,o~~i'~~~~eJCooiJ'~ 

they went after their enemies • ~ ~~w 5" oK;5J ~ot:~c:!OiJ'~ the 

police pursued the thief+ (jig} ~ o~ (,?~£'3o5' .:sgo 
~~ ~ 0"0 ~~ ~oeJc:!oDoO the rain accompanied us all 

the way on our return journey 
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~~~ (also ~~2J~) v 1 be after: coo~ S"oC::S~ O'c!~ ~ e~~cm 

~s-:,ct;:~ some rowdies were after that girl on the road + (fig) 

;:s,~..S e;, ~:0"'3;;S~~~yoube after that job 2lagbehind:e;,~~~oG 

>:Y~~S"'~oe she lagged much behind me+ (fig) l'fCj ~o.:S~.J(:5o 

l'fclejo~ ~ ee.r:)<m ~ o't-3 !lOOS~eJ~oG ~s-:,ct;:~ last 

year my son lagged behind all his fellow students in mathematics 

~~ v haunt: (fig) O"~o~ ~ ~~~eJ ~~~~coO this nightmare 

haunted me all night 

English-Telugu 1ection: 

beauty -""beauties ~oC::SO: Moroccan beauty ~C"~ ~oC::SO 

dog• -""dogs 1 ~~:watch dogS"'~~~ 2 ~~ ~~oeJ":O§ooo;s 

~~~~~03 (~~J;-,;o§~!>~6J~~4 (e~oJhediedlike 

a dog ~~ ~ i3"~ ~~ 5 { ertJ) b~ lead a dog's life ~~ 

~.:OS'~~ ltJc1J~ ~us-~6 (~~) everydoghashislitsday 

E'u e..~M !;)Q' e..~ ~o~ 5't3" .:S~oo 7 ( e'e,o) she treats him 

like a dog e;,~ e~~ !J..~ ~~oo 8 ( e~) ;s;o~ 0":00 ro 
!;) ~~o ~~~Cj e3:oe 9 (e~) ~~~ e3oo~(:5~ ~~ 

~.:Su e3a ~ 10 ( e8) dogs ~coo;:; 11 ( ci:JJo(c1) o~ 

~ttsS":o soaoCSJ~ &~1\oa ~o~~ ;-,os-co~ e..s-t-3 12 

(eros-) go to the dogs ~o e~ e3oo~ 13 (~~)barking 

dogs seldom bite ~on ~~o::; ~~~ 

dog2 ~dogs, dogging, dogged~otJc~; ~~; e;:s,-:,o~; ~t:J"~; 

~~0" ~co ~SLreJ~~t:J"~; ~S1r~~ow~~= theyhavebeen 

dogging me all day ;.'7~ ~~ o'tJOO" ~~tJc!~~~ + ( ee;o) 
many problems are dogging today' s society~~ ~er>~ l:ftJ" 
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~~ru ~~~Ol:> t ( ~e}o )the hardships had dogged me 

all year ~W~.:J ~O~.)cS~~~.:JC"Ol:>t ( ~e}O) be dogs my 

footsteps ~~ <J' ~~e3""~~ e;,.:::S,~~~ t ( ~e;o) they were 

dogged by ill fortune ~~~o~~~~ he dogged the tiger 

e;,~ ~!l:O ~~0' ca ~~cO' j~C"~. ( ~1!)0) be dogged 

me e;,~ ~,:J ~~~ ~w;;-,~~-

lingo ;::;o lingos &::r-lingoes ( ~;?..;ef;7J:5) I z..~ ~~ ~;::s., ~~~c:O 

ca e;,go ~§"'~;:) r.r"~ ~c;1'/:5o011" :>o~~;l,.-.~;-,: it is vecy 

difficult to stay with them without knowing their lingo ~ ~~ _ 

oe:>~~oc:" ;,y-~0' eo~~o \:1'~ ~o 2 ell) ~.)~~ &~1\~ 
~~;j t.J";).; ~.)~ ~o~!l~o: does the liflgo of lawyers make 

any sense to you? ~a':S,)~ r.r"~ ~ el!B~~~oa? e;,) .;)~ 
e;,;)ol'\'c1011" ~~a t,j";),_ CO' el!go ~~Oc:" ~~a ;)oS'(5 r.r"~ 

lingua <J' linguae I ""ruS' 2 r.r"~ 

lingua franca iJ' lingua francas ca linguae francae I ( \:1'0) e..~~ 

~~l:So'~~L~~;;:,o~~~~~e.>~oe~l\~ 
;)o~l':5 rJ";).. 2 ~ ~ t,J"~c~ ~o:;s ~:J'ru cb ~~~ru c1~ 
c1~ t.J";;:,>~ I?S'~o\:S:>Mo~~ e~~~ e;)ffir"-1\oiS.)~ t.J";').; 

~dS.)S' r.r"~ ca -;,o;;-,~ r.r"~ many educated Indians use 

English as a lingua franca \:1'~ ~oo :>~=so~£;j t,J"I':5b~o:> 

~oA~ ~a':S,)S' r.r"~ ro -;,o~ t,j"~ s;)ffir"-~~-
lingual' :Jt<a I <J'o:>~ Cful~ CCJ' <J'o:>S'~ ~OtJOQ~ 2 t,j"~ ~ r.r"~C~ 

~otJoQ~ 3 <J'ruS' S'C:S!JS'~dS.)oo' ;;-,~ ~,S.:::s.:>o~ ';)otJoQ~; 

li!~.S: a lingual sound rS:J',S ~,5:0 t a lingual trill rS~,S S'o:xfo 

lingual 1 
iJ' linguals <J'ruS' S'C:S!JS' ~~dS.)oo' ;;)~ ~,S:O; d~,S~,S:O 

lingualise (4 ~ lingualize 

lingualize ( i!C? lingualise) (4 lingualizes, lingualizing,lingualized 

rS~.JS'Oo\:S:> 
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lingually ( s :JC"d e,J"~;)C501" 

linguiform :JC"d (;j"e>JS' ~~~~ ~()~ 

linguist (;j"linguists 1 :>:>4S P,J"';),.~ ~4Ss~o ~~~ e3CY' :>:>4S P,J"';),.~ 

~~£'dsox~;;,>~2 e,Y"~:a-oe~~~~~.v;;,>~w~e~~; 

P,J"'~<r~~ e3CY' P,J"'~<r~'i~: the first linguist known to us 

is Panini ~~ o!l~~~~6~ P,J"'~<r~ ;;}d~ 

linguistic :JC"d 1 foY";).e3CJ> P,J"';).~~ ;;:,o~oe~; P,J"'~: linguistic minorities 

must preserve their languages P,J"'~ ~~.);;:,o~S' .::S~e>J ~.:s, 

P,J"';),.!l~ S"~~§"'i;;,>!l + linguistic knowledge is mostly not 

conscious knowledge P,J"'~ ;-,o~~o ~~0 \:!'~ .:s,liS~ ~ 

;-,o~~ s<>ci:J 2 P,J"'~:a-og~~ ;;:,o~oeo.:>~: ~~:modem linguistic 

theory ~~~S' P,J"'~<r~ ~~~o + it is very diffcult to teach 
linguistics without understanding linguistic jargon properly 

~~~~ ;)>of,J"'~S' ;-,"'!JJ ;;:,Oii" ~~ ;1~s&§:,oc:::o P,J"'~:a-oe~ 

~ eo.::s~o ;;'1'~ ~o • linguistic form P,J"'~ ~;)a; ~B~ 

P,J"'~o-1o ( ;;,>~o, ;)OOol;So, ;)6ci~) linguistic science ~:a-o~o 

• linguistic sciences 4S.J;:} :a-og;:)~ P,J"'~'i"e;:)~ s-!J:, ;,~ 

&.::s:>~c ;,6:> • linguistic stock ~) ~~e,Y";).. i!OS" CJ';:} ~o~ 

6itj.)~~~ ~o~!Js<>e>J, f,J";),.OJ ~) ~ ~o~~OJ ~"' e,Y";),.~ 

~~ ~~a;;y>C5J 

linguistical :JctJ LiT"' linguistic 

linguistically (s:JctJ 1 e,Y"~;-,~ 2 e,Y"~oi"~~ ro- e,Y"~oi"~&ln' 
linguistician rJ" linguisticians ~~.,e,Y"~s&:>6:l~ 

linguistics iJ" ( eJ ~ ef(;S)) e,Y"~<r~o: Ferdinand de Saussure (I 8 57 

- I 91 3) is the founder of modem linguistics ~W'" C:S ~~o 

( 18 s 7-1913) ~~~S' e,Y"~-i"g~~ ~r!:SJ~~· applied linguistics 

~~.::S~tj P,J"'~~~o + clinical linguistics e,Y";),.~. ~!a,:) 
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O''::J &~.Jc:5;5 cJ"' ~~c1~. !.)~a e;,~~~a?~ ~~~ ""~ 

~~or~ ~oO"~, ~~bJ. ~o-f'~ :;)!)~bJ ~~~~o~ 
~"' ~~'i"~ or~ + comparative linguistics c1.:1~c1~~ 

~~or~o + descriptive linguistics ~~c1~S' ~~or~o+ 

historical linguistics \:Y'eJ ~S' ~~or~o + structural linguistics 

'::JO"~~c1~~ ~~or~o • theoretiC!ll linguistics ~~o~s 

~~or~o 

linguo- ~ (;J ;;,>OJS' S'C::S!)S' e;,c;I"C5on" !.)~a l;S,S'::J~ ~o2Jo0o~; r!:J',_S; 

linguolabial r!::JV",.<j~~o + linguodental e!:J',.<jC::Soo~o 

meaningly (~:J~ e;,~ooone: he answered meaningly ~c1.';SJ ~~~c1Cit" 

~c;I"~O~..)~ 

DOtable iJ"(~Q"t.J(;J)notables;.,g: ~~~~~~; ~~:pJ~(~::?); 

~:pJO"OJ ( ~ ::? ) : the notables of the town ~\:5~ ;.,gOJ &1-

~~~~""OJ 
ribald :J~~~~; ~~~S'~; ~~~~:theytiedhertoanelectric 

post. beat her up abusing in ribald language ;J"~ e;,~'::J ~~ 

~o~'::J~ S'~~:.,, ~~~/ ~~~~S'~~/ ~~;;&~~ ~':l.5' 

~~~·~~~ 

sleeper iJ" sleepers '::J~~ ~~; '::J~~ .:S,'::J~ when a sleeper is 

dreaming '::J~~ ~~I '::J~~ .;s.,';J~ S'd'lo~~.Y~ 

sovereignty iJ" 1 ~~..5~~0s-~ Iraq today recognised Kuwait's 

sovereignty ~~t.S ~~C'~Os-0"~ ~~ i!O"S KJ~oWoO 2 

~S~O'S"~: in this matter we cannot question the sovereignty 

of Parliament ~ !>':l.0:006" .;s.,~o ~~o~ ~~~OS"O"'::J~ 

l?t~ 
townsfolk iJ' ( ~Q" t.J (;5) ('i:J.;sriJ"g~ ;:}iJ (;Jdlr"-lfotownspeople) 

~~L"a- I~ !'{~-~~OJ/ (,?~w/ ;J"~OJ: the townsfolk cheered 

. ~(";!-I ~(5.. ~~OJ I ~OJ I ;J"~o;) l?'i'~~~.ss-one ~0\7~ 
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